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Molecular Chaperones in the Cytosol: from
Nascent Chain to Folded Protein

F. Ulrich Hartl* and Manajit Hayer-Hartl

Efficient folding of many newly synthesized proteins depends on assistance from
molecular chaperones, which serve to prevent protein misfolding and aggregation in
the crowded environment of the cell. Nascent chain–binding chaperones, including
trigger factor, Hsp70, and prefoldin, stabilize elongating chains on ribosomes in a
nonaggregated state. Folding in the cytosol is achieved either on controlled chain
release from these factors or after transfer of newly synthesized proteins to down-
stream chaperones, such as the chaperonins. These are large, cylindrical complexes
that provide a central compartment for a single protein chain to fold unimpaired by
aggregation. Understanding how the thousands of different proteins synthesized in a
cell use this chaperone machinery has profound implications for biotechnology and
medicine.

T o become functionally active, newly
synthesized protein chains must fold
to unique three-dimensional struc-

tures. How this is accomplished remains a
fundamental problem in biology. Although
it is firmly established from refolding ex-
periments in vitro that the native fold of a
protein is encoded in its amino acid se-
quence (1), protein folding inside cells is
not generally a spontaneous process. Evi-
dence accumulated over the last decade
indicates that many newly synthesized pro-
teins require a complex cellular machinery
of molecular chaperones and the input of
metabolic energy to reach their native
states efficiently (2–5). The various chap-
erone factors protect nonnative protein
chains from misfolding and aggregation,
but do not contribute conformational infor-
mation to the folding process. Here we
focus on recent advances in our mechanis-
tic understanding of de novo protein fold-
ing in the cytosol and seek to provide a
coherent view of the overall flux of newly
synthesized proteins through the chaperone
system.

Protein Aggregation
Spontaneous refolding in vitro is generally
efficient for small, single-domain proteins
that bury exposed hydrophobic amino acid
residues rapidly (within milliseconds) upon
initiation of folding (1). In contrast, larger
proteins composed of multiple domains often
refold inefficiently, owing to the formation of

partially folded intermediates, including mis-
folded states, that tend to aggregate (Fig. 1).
Misfolding originates from interactions be-
tween regions of the folding polypeptide
chain that are separate in the native protein
and that may be stable enough to prevent
folding from proceeding at a biologically rele-

vant time scale. These nonnative states,
though compact in shape, often expose hy-
drophobic amino acid residues and segments
of unstructured polypeptide backbone to the
solvent. They readily self-associate into dis-
ordered complexes (Fig. 1), driven by hydro-

phobic forces and interchain hydrogen bond-
ing (1, 6). This aggregation process irrevers-
ibly removes proteins from their productive
folding pathways, and must be prevented in
vivo by molecular chaperones. A certain lev-
el of protein aggregation does occur in cells
despite the presence of an exclusive chaper-
one machinery and, in special cases, can lead
to the formation of structured, fibrillar aggre-
gates, known as amyloid, that are associated
with diseases such as Alzheimer’s or Hun-
tington’s disease (6, 7) (Fig. 1). Compared to
refolding in dilute solution, the tendency of
nonnative states to aggregate in the cell is
expected to be sharply increased as a result of
the high local concentration of nascent chains
in polyribosomes and the added effect of
macromolecular crowding.

Nascent chains. During translation, the fold-
ing information encoded in the amino acid se-
quence becomes available in a vectorial fash-

ion. The polypeptide exit
channel in the large ribo-
somal subunit is 100 Å
long, a distance spanned
by an extended chain of
;30 amino acid residues
or an a helix of 65 resi-
dues (8). The channel is
on average only 15 Å
wide and is expected to
prohibit folding beyond
helix formation inside the
ribosome, unless the tun-
nel is conformationally
dynamic. Because the
formation of stable ter-
tiary structure is a coop-
erative process at the
level of protein domains
(50 to 300 amino acid
residues), an average do-
main can complete fold-
ing only when its entire
sequence has emerged
from the ribosome. It
takes more than a minute
to synthesize a 300-resi-
due protein in eu-

karyotes. As a consequence, many nascent
chains expose non-native features for a con-
siderable length of time and are prone to
aggregation. This tendency to aggregate is
thought to be greatly increased by the close
proximity of nascent chains of the same type
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Fig. 1. Aggregation of nonnative protein chains as a side-reaction of
productive folding in the crowded environment of the cell. Enhancement
of aggregation and chain compaction by macromolecular crowding (red
arrows). U, unfolded protein chain released from ribosome; I, partially
folded intermediate; N, native, folded protein. Crowding is predicted to
enhance the formation of amyloid fibrils, but this effect has not yet been
demonstrated experimentally. [Adapted from (1)]
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in polyribosome complexes (5), thus leading
to the requirement for chaperones to maintain
nascent chains in a nonaggregated, folding-
competent conformation.

Macromolecular crowding. The excluded
volume effects resulting
from the highly crowded
nature of the cytosol (300
to 400 g/liter of proteins
and other macromole-
cules in Escherichia coli)
(9) are predicted to en-
hance the aggregation of
nonnative protein chains
substantially by increas-
ing their effective con-
centrations (10) (Fig. 1).
Crowding generally pro-
vides a nonspecific force
for macromolecular com-
paction and association
(11), including the col-
lapse of protein chains
during folding (9) and the
interaction of nonnative
proteins with molecular
chaperones (12).

How Chaperones
Prevent Aggregation
The cellular chaperone
machinery counteracts
the aggregation of nonna-
tive proteins, both during
de novo folding and un-
der conditions of stress,
such as high temperature,
when some native pro-
teins unfold. Many chap-
erones, though constitu-
tively expressed, are syn-
thesized at greatly increased levels under stress
conditions and are classified as stress proteins
or heat-shock proteins (Hsps) (3). In general, all
these chaperones recognize hydrophobic resi-
dues and/or unstructured backbone regions in
their substrates, i.e., structural features typically
exposed by nonnative proteins but normally
buried upon completion of folding. Chaperones
that participate broadly in de novo protein fold-
ing, such as the Hsp70s and the chaperonins,
promote the folding process through cycles of
substrate binding and release regulated by their
adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) activity and
by cofactor proteins. Chaperone binding may
not only block intermolecular aggregation di-
rectly by shielding the interactive surfaces of
non-native polypeptides, including unas-
sembled protein subunits, but may also prevent
or reverse intramolecular misfolding. Certain
chaperones of the Hsp100 or Clp family even
have the ability to unfold proteins or to disrupt
small-protein aggregates by an adenosine 59-
triphosphate (ATP)–dependent mechanism
(13). For a growing number of proteins, chap-

erone function is combined with an additional
activity, as is the case for certain protein disul-
fide isomerases and peptidyl-prolyl isomerases,
enzymes that catalyze rate-limiting steps in the
folding of some proteins (14).

Protein Flux Through the Chaperone
System

Cytosolic chaperones participate in de novo
folding mainly through two distinct mecha-
nisms. Chaperones, such as trigger factor and
the Hsp70s, act by holding nascent and newly
synthesized chains in a state competent for
folding upon release into the medium. In
contrast, the large, cylindrical chaperonin
complexes provide physically defined com-
partments inside which a complete protein or
a protein domain can fold while being se-
questered from the cytosol. These two classes
of chaperone are conserved in all three do-
mains of life and can cooperate in a topolog-
ically and timely ordered manner (15–17)
(Fig. 2, A to C).

Although the essential nature of the chap-
eronins has long been recognized (18, 19), it
has proved more difficult to establish the
essential role of nascent chain-binding chap-
erones in protein folding, because of consid-
erable functional redundancy among compo-
nents (20, 21). Some of these chaperones,

including trigger factor and specialized
Hsp70 proteins, bind directly to the ribosome
near the polypeptide exit site and are posi-
tioned to interact generally with nascent
chains (Fig. 2). The majority of small pro-

teins are thought to fold rapidly and without
further assistance upon completion of synthe-
sis and release from this first set of compo-
nents (Fig. 2A). Longer chains interact
subsequently with members of a second class
of nascent chain-binding chaperones, includ-
ing the classical Hsp70s and prefoldin, which
do not associate directly with the ribosome
(20–22). In addition to stabilizing elongating
chains, these chaperones also assist in co- or
posttranslational folding, or facilitate chain
transfer to downstream chaperones (Fig. 2, A
and C) (17, 20, 21). A subset of slow-folding
and aggregation-sensitive proteins (10 to
15% of total) interact with a chaperonin for
folding in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes
(22–24). Many eukaryotic kinases and other
signal-transduction proteins use an additional
chaperone pathway from Hsp70 to Hsp90
(Fig. 2C), a specialized ATP-dependent
chaperone that cooperates with ancillary fac-
tors in protein folding and regulation. [For a
detailed discussion of the Hsp90 system, see
(25, 26).]

Fig. 2. Models for the chaperone-assisted folding of newly synthesized polypeptides in the cytosol. (A) Eubacteria. TF,
trigger factor; N, native protein. Nascent chains probably interact generally with TF, and most small proteins (;65 to 80%
of total) fold rapidly upon synthesis without further assistance. Longer chains (10 to 20% of total) interact subsequently
with DnaK and DnaJ and fold upon one or several cycles of ATP-dependent binding and release. About 10 to 15% of chains
transit the chaperonin system—GroEL and GroES—for folding. GroEL does not bind to nascent chains and is thus likely
to receive an appreciable fraction of its substrates after their interaction with DnaK. (B) Archaea. PFD, prefoldin; NAC,
nascent chain–associated complex. Only some archaeal species contain DnaK/DnaJ. The existence of a ribosome-bound
NAC homolog, as well as the interaction of PFD with nascent chains, has not yet been confirmed experimentally. (C)
Eukarya—the example of the mammalian cytosol. Like TF, NAC probably interacts generally with nascent chains. The
majority of small chains may fold upon ribosome release without further assistance. About 15 to 20% of chains
reach their native states in a reaction assisted by Hsp70 and Hsp40, and a fraction of these must be transferred to
Hsp90 for folding. About 10% of chains are co- or posttranslationally passed on to the chaperonin TRiC in a reaction
mediated by PFD.
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Ribosome-Binding Chaperones
Trigger factor (TF), a eubacterial protein of 48
kD, binds to ribosomes at a 1:1 stochiometry
and interacts with nascent chains as short as 57
residues (27). The nascent chain–TF complex
dissociates, in an ATP-independent manner, af-
ter chain release from the ribosome (27). Al-
though TF exhibits peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans
isomerase (PPIase) activity in vitro, recognition
of target polypeptides by TF is independent of
proline residues (28) and is mediated by short
sequences enriched in hydrophobic (aromatic)
amino acids (28). TF has an overlapping chap-
erone function with the main bacterial Hsp70
system, DnaK and DnaJ, in stabilizing nascent
chains in a state competent for subsequent fold-
ing (20, 21). E. coli cells lacking TF (Dtig) or
DnaK (Ddnak) exhibit no apparent folding de-
fects at 37°C; however, deletion of dnaK in a
Dtig strain is lethal. In light of this functional
redundancy, the biological significance of the
PPIase activity of TF remained unclear, but a
recent study suggests that DnaK has a related
activity in accelerating the cis/trans isomeriza-
tion of nonprolyl peptide bonds (29). These
isomerase activities may allow TF and the
Hsp70s to maintain nascent and newly synthe-
sized chains in a flexible state, poised for rapid
folding upon release. In contrast to DnaK, a role
of TF in mediating folding posttranslationally
has not yet been demonstrated, but would be
consistent with the finding that only half of total
TF is ribosome bound (30)

The eukaryotic cytosol lacks TF but con-
tains a ribosome-associated heterodimeric
complex of a (33 kD) and b (22 kD) sub-
units, termed NAC (nascent chain–associated
complex) (Fig. 2C) (31). A homolog of
a-NAC appears to be present in some archaea
(32). Although NAC lacks a PPIase domain,
it has properties that suggest a functional
similarity to TF. NAC associates with short
nascent chains and dissociates upon chain

release from the ribosome (4, 33). However,
a direct role for NAC in protein folding re-
mains to be established.

Whereas the Hsp70 proteins in bacteria and
higher eukaryotes act both co- and posttransla-
tionally (see below), yeast and other fungi have
cytosolic Hsp70 homologs that are specialized
in nascent chain binding. The Ssb1 and Ssb2
proteins in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
interact with the ribosome and with short nas-
cent chains (34). Interestingly, this function of
the Ssb proteins appears to be mediated by yet
another Hsp70, Ssz1, which forms a stable ri-
bosome-associated complex (RAC) with zuotin
(35, 36), the Hsp40 partner of Ssb1 and Ssb2
(30). RAC and the Ssb proteins are thought to
act in concert in stabilizing nascent chains.

The Hsp70 System
The classic, nonribosome-binding members
of the Hsp70 family exist in the cytosol of
eubacteria, eukarya, and some archaea, as
well as within eukaryotic organelles, such as
mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum. S.
cerevisiae has four
nonribosome-bind-
ing Hsp70 proteins
in the cytosol,
namely, Ssa1 to
Ssa4. The cytosol
of higher eu-
karyotes contains
both constitutively
expressed Hsp70
homologs (Hsc70)
and stress-inducible
forms (Hsp70). To-
gether with cochap-
erones of the Hsp40
(DnaJ) family,
these Hsp70s func-
tion by binding and
releasing, in an

ATP-dependent manner, extended polypep-
tide segments that are exposed by proteins in
their non-native states.

Structure and reaction cycle. The struc-
tural and mechanistic aspects of the Hsp70
system are best understood for the eubacterial
Hsp70, termed DnaK, its Hsp40 cochaper-
one, DnaJ, and the nucleotide exchange fac-
tor GrpE. DnaK consists of a ;44-kD NH2-
terminal ATPase domain and a ;27-kD
COOH-terminal peptide-binding domain
(37) (Fig. 3A). The latter is divided into a
b-sandwhich subdomain with a peptide-
binding cleft and an a-helical latchlike seg-
ment (38). Target peptides are ;seven resi-
dues long and are typically hydrophobic in
their central region, with leucine and isoleu-
cine residues being preferred by DnaK (4, 39)
(Fig. 3A). These binding sites occur statisti-
cally every ;40 residues in proteins and are
recognized with affinities of 5 nM to 5 mM
(37). The peptides are bound to DnaK in an
extended state through hydrophobic side-
chain interactions and hydrogen bonds with

Fig. 3. Structure and function of chaperones with the ability to bind
nascent chains. (A) (Top) Structures of the ATPase domain (40) and the
peptide-binding domain (38) of Hsp70 shown representatively for E.
coli DnaK, generated with the program MOLSCRIPT (87). The a-helical
latch of the peptide binding domain is shown in yellow and a ball-and-
stick model of the extended peptide substrate in pink. ATP indicates the
position of the nucleotide binding site. The amino acid sequence of the
peptide is indicated in single-letter code (D, Asp; E, Glu; G, Gly; L, Leu;
N, Asn; R, Arg; T, Thr; and V, Val). (Bottom) The interaction of prokary-
otic and eukaryotic cofactors with Hsp70 is shown schematically.
Residue numbers refer to human Hsp70. Only the Hsp70 proteins of the
eukaryotic cytosol have the COOH-terminal sequence EEVD that is
involved in binding of tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) cofactors. (B)
Simplified reaction cycle of the DnaK system with DnaK colored as in
(A). J, DnaJ; E, GrpE; S, substrate peptide. GrpE is drawn to reflect the
extended shape of the protein. Not all substrates are presented to DnaK
by DnaJ. The intermediate DnaK-DnaJ-substrate-ATP is probably very
transient, as this is the fastest step of the cycle. (C) (Left) Side view and
dimension of the structure of achaeal PFD with the two a subunits
shown in gold and the four b subunits in gray. (Right) Bottom view of
the PFD complex showing the central space enclosed by the six coiled-
coil segments. Surface representation is shown with hydrophobic patch-
es in yellow and hydrophilic regions in gray [reproduced from (54) with
permission].
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the peptide backbone (38). Thus, Hsp70 rec-
ognizes structural features common to most
nascent chains: exposed hydrophobic amino
acid side chains, in conjunction with an
accessible polypeptide backbone.

Rapid peptide binding occurs in the ATP-
bound state of DnaK in which the a-helical
latch over the peptide-binding cleft is in an
open conformation (Fig. 3B). Stable holding
of peptide involves closing of the latch, a
conformational change that is achieved by
hydrolysis of bound ATP to adenosine 59-
diphosphate (ADP). The cycling of DnaK
between these states is regulated by DnaJ (41
kD) and by GrpE, a homodimer of 20-kD
subunits (37, 40). The NH2-terminal J do-
main of DnaJ binds to DnaK and accelerates
hydrolysis of ATP by DnaK, thus facilitating
peptide capture (41, 42). The COOH-terminal
domain of DnaJ (and of other Hsp40s) func-
tions as a chaperone in recognizing hydro-
phobic peptides and can thus recruit DnaK to
nascent chains (15, 43, 44). GrpE induces the
release of ADP from DnaK (40), and upon
rebinding of ATP the DnaK-peptide complex
dissociates, completing the reaction cycle
(Fig. 3B).

Some eukaryotic Hsp70 homologs, such
as BiP in the endoplasmic reticulum, cooper-
ate with J-domain proteins that lack a sepa-
rate affinity for hydrophobic sequences.
These Hsp70s may be able to bind extended
polypeptide chains more generally, indepen-
dent of exposed hydrophobic features (45).
Whereas all Hsp70s seem to cooperate with J
proteins, most eukaryotic Hsp70 proteins
may be independent, for their general func-
tion, of a GrpE-like nucleotide exchange fac-
tor. Such a factor appears to be dispensable
because the rate-limiting step in the ATPase
cycle of eukaryotic Hsp70 is normally not the
dissociation of bound ADP, but ATP hydro-
lysis itself. On the other hand, a small protein,
Bag-1, acts as a nucleotide exchange factor
and specific regulator of Hsp70 in the eukary-
otic cytosol (46). The Hsp70-interacting Bag
domain is structurally unrelated to GrpE (40,
47) and in Bag-1 is linked to an NH2-termi-
nal ubiquitin-homology domain (see below).

Substrates and mechanism of folding. The
cellular concentration of DnaK (;50 mM)
exceeds that of ribosomes (;30 mM) (4),
assuming an even cytosolic distribution.
DnaK preferentially associates with elongat-
ing polypeptides larger than 20 to 30 kD and
thus acts on nascent chains subsequent to TF
(21) (Fig. 2A). Upon deletion of TF, the
fraction of nascent and newly synthesized
polypeptides interacting with DnaK increases
from ;15 to ;40% (20, 21). Whereas some
chains transit DnaK with half-lives of less
than 1 min, consistent with rapid folding
upon completion of synthesis, other newly
synthesized proteins are released from DnaK
slowly, with half-lives of 10 min or more.

Large proteins .60 kD, which do not fit into
the central cavity of the chaperonin GroEL
(see below), constitute an appreciable frac-
tion of these substrates, suggesting that DnaK
facilitates the posttranslational folding of
multidomain proteins through cycles of bind-
ing and release (21). Consistent with this
conclusion, depletion of DnaK in TF-deleted
cells causes the aggregation of many large,
newly synthesized polypeptides (20). Similar
to DnaK, mammalian Hsc70 also binds a
wide range of nascent and newly synthesized
chains (.15 to 20% of total) (Fig. 2C), in-
cluding many multidomain proteins .50 kD
(22).

How do cycles of Hsp70 binding and
release promote protein folding? Generally,
on release from Hsp70, an unfolded chain is
free to partition to its native state. Rebinding
of slow-folding intermediates to Hsp70 fol-
lows this release and prevents aggregation.
Assuming that for long protein chains cycling
is mediated by multiple Hsp70 molecules at
the level of individual domains, the Hsp70
system could promote the folding of multido-
main proteins by preventing (and perhaps
reversing) intramolecular misfolding. The re-
cently discovered isomerase activity of
Hsp70 for nonprolyl peptide bonds may sup-
port this function (29). Consistent with this
model, the Hsp70 system strongly accelerates
the slow, spontaneous refolding of chemical-
ly denatured firefly luciferase (;60 kD) in
vitro (48, 49). The enzyme ornithine transcarb-
amylase accumulates in a misfolded but soluble
form in vivo when expressed in Hsp70 (Ssa)-
deficient yeast (50).

Surprisingly, the components of the
Hsp70 system are missing in certain species
of archaea (32). How these cells protect nas-
cent and newly synthesized polypeptides
from aggregating is not yet clear, but a can-
didate chaperone for nascent chains in ar-
chaea is prefoldin.

Prefoldin
Prefoldin (PFD) (51), also known as the Gim
complex (genes involved in microtubule bio-
genesis) (52), is a ;90-kD complex of two a
and four b subunits in the archaeal and eu-
karyotic cytosol. The eukaryotic a and b
subunits are not identical but orthologous
(53). The structure of PFD resembles that of
a jellyfish, with six a-helical coiled-coil ten-
tacles emanating from a b-barrel body (Fig.
3C). At the tips these ;65 Å long coiled coils
are partially unwound, exposing hydrophobic
amino acid residues for the binding of non-
native protein (54 ) (Fig. 3C). Substrate
binding and release by PFD is ATP inde-
pendent, and in vitro, mammalian and ar-
chaeal PFD can stabilize nonnative proteins
for subsequent transfer to a chaperonin (51,
53). PFD binds to nascent chains (55, 56 )
and cooperates in the folding of actin and

tubulin with the eukaryotic chaperonin
(17 ). Interestingly, a combined deletion of
the Ssb-class Hsp70s and of PFD in yeast
results in a pronounced synthetic growth
defect (56 ), resembling the synthetically
lethal phenotype of the TF and DnaK dele-
tions in E. coli (20, 21). These findings
underscore the functional redundancy
among nascent chain– binding chaperones
and suggest that PFD may have a DnaK or
TF-like role in the archaeal cytosol.

The Chaperonins
The chaperonins are a conserved class of
large double-ring complexes of ;800 kD
enclosing a central cavity. They occur in two
subgroups that are similar in architecture but
distantly related in sequence. Group I chap-
eronins, also known as Hsp60s, are generally
found only in eubacteria and in organelles of
endosymbiotic origin—mitochondria and
chloroplasts. They cooperate with cofactors
of the GroES or Hsp10 family. Group II
chaperonins exist in the archaeal and the
eukaryotic cytosol and are GroES indepen-
dent. The chaperonin mechanism differs fun-
damentally from that of the Hsp70 system,
although in both cases protein binding and
release is ATP regulated. Nonnative substrate
protein is first captured through hydrophobic
contacts with multiple chaperonin subunits
and is then displaced into the central ring
cavity where it folds, protected from aggre-
gating with other nonnative proteins.

Group I chaperonins—structure and re-
action cycle. E. coli GroEL and its cofactor
GroES represent the paradigmatic Group I
chaperonin system. In GroEL, two hep-
tameric rings of identical 57-kD subunits are
stacked back-to-back. Each subunit consists
of three domains: The equatorial domain har-
bors the ATP binding site and is connected
through an intermediate, hingelike domain to
the apical domain (Fig. 4A). The latter makes
up the opening of the cylinder and exposes a
number of hydrophobic residues toward the
ring cavity for substrate binding. GroES is a
homoheptameric ring of ;10-kD subunits
that cycles on and off the ends of the GroEL
cylinder, in a manner regulated by the GroEL
ATPase (4, 37, 57) (Fig. 4A).

The hydrophobic surfaces exposed by the
apical domains (Fig. 4A) interact with hydro-
phobic amino acid residues on compact folding
intermediates (4, 37, 57). Hydrophobic se-
quences bind to a flexible groove between two
amphiphilic helices in the apical domain. This
region can accommodate a peptide either as a b
hairpin or an amphiphilic a-helical conforma-
tion (58, 59). Stable substrate binding with
nanomolar affinity relies on the interaction of a
nonnative polypeptide with multiple apical do-
mains (60). The GroES subunits have mobile
sequence loops that contact the substrate-bind-
ing regions in the apical domains of GroEL and
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mediate substrate dissoci-
ation (37, 57, 61, 62).

GroEL is functionally
asymmetrical; the two
rings are coupled by neg-
ative allostery and do not
occur in the same nucle-
otide-bound state. The
chaperonin reaction be-
gins by the binding of
substrate polypeptide to
the free end (i.e., the
trans ring) of a GroEL-
GroES complex (Fig.
4B). This step is closely
followed by the binding
of seven ATP molecules
and GroES, resulting in
the displacement of sub-
strate into a GroES-
capped cavity and caus-
ing the dissociation of
the seven ADP mole-
cules and GroES from
the former cis complex.
Upon binding to GroES,
the apical domains un-
dergo a massive rotation
and upward movement
(61, 63), resulting in an
enlargement of the cavity
and a shift in its surface
properties from hydro-
phobic to hydrophilic
(Fig. 4A). Non-native
proteins up to ;60 kD
can be encapsulated and
are free to fold in the re-
sulting GroEL-GroES
cage (also termed “An-
finsen cage”) (64–67).
Folding is allowed to
proceed for ;10 s, timed
by the hydrolysis of the
seven ATP molecules in
the cis ring. Upon com-
pletion of hydrolysis,
binding of seven ATP
molecules to the trans
ring triggers the opening
of the cage. Both folded
and nonnative protein
exit at this point (Fig.
4B), but folding interme-
diates that still expose extensive hydrophobic
surfaces are rapidly recaptured and folding
cycles are repeated until the protein reaches
its native state. Oligomeric assembly occurs
in solution after subunit folding inside the
cage.

Substrates and folding mechanisms. About
10% of newly synthesized polypeptides normal-
ly transit GroEL posttranslationally (23, 24),
consistent with the cytosolic concentration of
GroEL (;3 mM) relative to that of ribosomes

(;30 mM). Most of these proteins are between
20 and 60 kD in size and leave GroEL with
half-lives between 15 s and several minutes
(23). The essential nature of GroEL and GroES
(18) may be explained in principle by the exis-
tence of at least one essential E. coli protein with
an absolute chaperonin dependence. Alterna-
tively, loss of chaperonin could be lethal be-
cause it results in a reduced efficiency, rather
than a complete loss, of folding for many pro-
teins. Analysis of the highly streamlined pro-

teome of Ureaplasma
urealyticum (68), the first
eubacterium that lacks
GroEL and GroES, may
now offer an opportunity
to test these hypotheses.

About 50 proteins in-
teracting with GroEL in
the E. coli cytosol have
been identified, and many
of them contain two or
more domains with a/b
folds (24). Proteins with
such complex topologies
often fold slowly and are
aggregation prone, owing
to the exposure of exten-
sive hydrophobic surfaces
in their non-native states.
Stringent model substrates
of GroEL, such as bacteri-
al RuBisCo (ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase-
oxygenase), share this do-
main topology and fold ef-
ficiently only when in the
GroEL-GroES cage (67).

In addition to prevent-
ing aggregation during
folding, encapsulation of
nonnative RuBisCo (50
kD) in the hydrophilic
cage speeds up the fold-
ing reaction substantially
(67). Confinement in the
cage may smooth the en-
ergy landscape of folding
for some larger proteins,
either by preventing the
formation of certain ki-
netically trapped interme-
diates or by facilitating
their progression toward
the compact, native state
(Fig. 4C). This accelera-
tion of RuBisCo folding
had previously been at-
tributed to a mechanism
of “iterative annealing”
(57, 69), rather than to an
effect of confinement. In
this alternative model the
chaperonin is suggested
to facilitate folding by

cycles of unfolding kinetically trapped states,
followed by repartitioning of the unfolded
protein between productive and nonproduc-
tive folding pathways (57) (Fig. 4C). Active
unfolding of RuBisCo was suggested to result
from GroES-induced movements of the api-
cal GroEL domains, exerting a stretching
force on the bound polypeptide (69), but this
effect has not yet been confirmed with any
other GroEL-dependent protein (69, 70).

As shown recently, GroEL also interacts

Fig. 4. The GroEL-GroES chaperonin system. (A) (Left) View of the asymmetric GroEL-
GroES-(ADP)7 complex generated with the coordinates 1AON (61) and program Weblab
ViewLite 4.0 (Molecular Simulations). The equatorial, intermediate, and apical domains of
one subunit each in the cis and trans ring of GroEL are colored in pink, yellow, and dark
blue, respectively, and one subunit of GroES is colored red. (Right) The accessible surface
of the central cavity of the GroEL-GroES complex. Polar and charged side-chain atoms,
blue; hydrophobic side-chain atoms, yellow; backbone atoms, white; and solvent-excluded
surfaces at subunit interfaces, gray. [Reprinted from (61) with permission] (B) Simplified
reaction of protein folding in the GroEL-GroES cage. I, folding intermediate bound by the
apical domains of GroEL; N, native protein folded inside the cage. For a typical GroEL
substrate, multiple rounds of chaperonin action are required for folding; both I and N
accumulate after a single reaction cycle and exit the cage upon GroES dissociation. I is then
rapidly re-bound by GroEL. (C) Mechanisms of accelerated folding. Simple energy diagrams
are shown for a protein that forms a kinetically trapped intermediate during spontaneous
folding (left). In the iterative annealing model, this intermediate is thought to be actively
unfolded by GroEL/GroES (69) and allowed to repartition (middle), whereas confinement
of nonnative protein in the narrow, hydrophilic environment of the GroEL-GroES cage is
suggested to result in a smoothing of the energy landscape (right), such that formation of
certain trapped intermediates is avoided (67). Both proposed mechanisms would result in
accelerated folding.
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with, and assists in the folding of, certain
proteins too large to be encapsulated by
GroES (23, 24, 71). Mitochondrial aconitase
(82 kD), for example, can fold through ATP-
regulated cycles of GroEL binding and re-
lease of nonnative states, with protein release
being triggered by the binding of GroES to
the opposite (trans) ring of GroEL (71).

Group II chaperonins. The Group II chap-
eronin of the eukaryotic cytosol, TRiC
(TCP-1 ring complex, also called CCT for
chaperonin-containing TCP-1), contains
eight orthologous subunits per ring that differ
primarily in their apical domains. The sim-
pler archaeal chaperonin, referred to as ther-
mosome, consists of up to three different
subunits, which are arranged in eight- or
nine-membered rings. The backbone trace of
the chaperonin II apical domain is virtually
identical to that of GroEL, with the exception
of an a-helical insertion that protrudes from
the ring opening (72, 73) and, in the absence
of a separate GroES-like cofactor, is thought
to function as a built-in lid of the central
cavity.

The mechanism of Group II chaperonins
is not yet well understood, and the nature and
exact location of the substrate binding site(s)
on the apical domains are still undefined. The
most abundant substrates of TRiC are the
cytoskeletal proteins actin and tubulin. Strik-
ingly, folding of these proteins cannot be
mediated by GroEL and GroES, suggesting a
more specific role for TRiC in folding be-
yond prevention of aggregation. Actin binds
to TRiC through at least two distinct regions
and interacts with specific TRiC subunits (74,
75). ATP binding induces encapsulation of
the protein by the apical-domain protrusions
and initiates folding (75, 76). Through its
built-in lid mechanism, TRiC may act co-
translationally in the folding of discrete do-
mains of proteins that are too large to be
encapsulated as a whole (16) (Fig. 2C).

The subunit heterogeneity of TRiC sug-
gested that the cytosolic chaperonin may be
adapted to assisting the folding of a small set
of specific proteins, including actins and tu-
bulins. However, as determined by a recent
pulse-chase analysis in mammalian cells,
TRiC interacts transiently with a wider range
of newly synthesized proteins of 30 to 120
kD in size, constituting ;12% of total syn-
thesized chains (22). The list of model sub-
strates includes, among others, firefly lucif-
erase, a-transducin, and the von Hippel–
Lindau tumor suppressor protein (5).

Coordination of Translation and
Chaperone Activities
To ensure an efficient use of the cytosolic
folding machinery, protein synthesis on ribo-
somes must be coordinated with the activities
of the various chaperone systems in stabiliz-
ing nascent chains and in promoting folding.

The mechanistic principles underlying this
functional cooperation are not yet well under-
stood, but plausible models have been devel-
oped based on a combination of in vitro and
in vivo studies.

Cotranslational domain folding. It has
been suggested that translation itself can have
a “chaperone-like” role in the folding of larg-
er proteins composed of multiple domains
(77). Attempts to refold such proteins in vitro
often result in intramolecular misfolding and
aggregation (5). Cotranslational and sequen-
tial domain folding, i.e., the folding of one
domain well before another is synthesized,
avoids this problem, as demonstrated with
artificial two-domain fusion proteins combin-
ing the ;20-kD proteins H-ras and dihydro-
folate reductase (DHFR) (77).

Domain folding during translation occurs
in the prokaryotic and eukaryotic cytosol
(78), but a difference in the efficiencies of
folding was noted for certain multidomain
proteins when comparing both systems (77).
The bacterial two-domain protein OmpR and
the ras-DHFR fusion proteins fold cotransla-
tionally in a mammalian cell lysate or in
intact cells but posttranslationally upon syn-
thesis in the E. coli system. Although the
individual domains fold efficiently in E. coli,
bacterial expression of ras-DHFR does not
result in an active protein. Eukaryotic cells
contain a much greater number of proteins
with multiple domains than bacteria (77).
Although the sizes of protein domains are
uniformly distributed in all domains of life, in
E. coli only 13% of all 4300 proteins exceed
a length of 500 residues (;55 kD), compared
with 38% of the 5800 proteins in S. cerevi-
siae. Thus, the eukaryotic translation and
folding machineries may have been opti-
mized in evolution to facilitate cotransla-
tional domain folding. This optimization may
be reflected in the 5- to 10-times slower
speed of translation in eukaryotes compared
with bacteria and in a functional adaptation of
the eukaryotic chaperone machinery. Eukary-
otic TRiC, for example, may mediate cotrans-
lational domain folding for some proteins
(16, 56, 79), whereas folding in the bacterial
GroEL-GroES cage is strictly posttransla-
tional (23) (Fig. 2).

Processivity of chaperone action. The no-
tion of cooperation between mechanistically
distinct chaperones in protein folding is now
firmly established (15, 16, 20, 21, 26), but
how the different components of the folding
machinery are functionally integrated is not
yet well understood. In principle, substrate
transfer between chaperones could be accom-
plished by free partitioning of nonnative
states through the solution. However, consid-
ering the highly crowded nature of the cy-
tosol, it is difficult to envisage how aggrega-
tion is avoided in this model. Alternatively,
ordered pathways of cellular folding may ex-

ist in which different chaperones function in a
processive manner to minimize the exposure
of nonnative proteins to the bulk cytosol.

Whereas in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes
specific chaperones are recruited to nascent
chains by virtue of their affinity for the ribo-
some (Fig. 2), the existence of processive chap-
erone pathways has so far been demonstrated
only in the eukaryotic system. As shown in
yeast and mammalian cells, folding intermedi-
ates generated during biosynthesis are not free-
ly exposed to the bulk cytosol, but rather are
functionally compartmentalized (17, 22). In
these experiments, certain nascent and newly
synthesized protein chains do not bind to a
heterologously expressed, noncycling mutant of
GroEL (Trap-GroEL), but instead interact pro-
ductively with the endogenous eukaryotic chap-
erones. In the specific case of actin, an obliga-
tory substrate of TRiC, protection from expo-
sure to the bulk cytosol during folding is medi-
ated by PFD. The speed and efficiency of actin
folding is markedly reduced in PFD-deficient
yeast, with nonnative chains being released into
the cytosol (17). PFD may deliver substrate
proteins to TRiC by binding both to nascent
chains (55, 56) and to TRiC itself (51). In
addition, PFD and TRiC seem to cooperate
functionally in actin folding, such that nonna-
tive chains are not released into the cytosol
during folding cycles (17) (Fig. 2C).

Another example of chaperone coupling
in the eukaryotic cytosol is the cooperation
between Hsc70 and Hsp90 in the folding of
signal-transduction proteins (26). Substrate
transfer from Hsc70 to Hsp90 is mediated by
Hop (Hsp organizing protein; also known as
p60), an adaptor protein that physically links
both chaperones. Hop contains two tetratri-
copeptide repeat (TPR) domains, which bind
the extended COOH-terminal sequences of
Hsc70 and Hsp90, respectively (80) (Fig.
3A). As shown recently, similar mechanisms
are involved in regulating the transfer of non-
native or irreversibly misfolded proteins from
these chaperones to the ubiquitin-proteasome
machinery. The protein CHIP associates with
Hsp90 through an NH2-terminal TPR domain
and targets certain Hsp90 substrates for deg-
radation through a COOH-terminal ubiquitin
ligase domain (81, 82). CHIP cooperates
functionally with Bag-1 (see above), which
binds to Hsc70 and to the proteasome (83).
These findings provide the first insight into
the mechanisms that integrate chaperone-as-
sisted folding and proteolytic degradation,
the two main components of protein quality
control in the cytosol.

Perspectives
Recent years have seen major advances in our
understanding of the basic mechanisms of
chaperone-assisted protein folding. Future ef-
forts will define more comprehensively the
rules for how the thousands of different pro-
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teins in a cell use the chaperone machinery.
Global analyses of chaperone usage and fold-
ing properties in eukaryotes and prokaryotes
will address these questions through a com-
bination of proteomics and high-throughput
protein expression (84). These studies may
eventually offer a rational basis to optimize
recombinant protein production in organisms
that have been genetically modified to pro-
vide the appropriate folding machineries.

In addition to its biotechnological interest,
understanding the complex functions of the
chaperone arsenal will likely prove useful in
dissecting the mechanisms by which protein
misfolding and aggregation cause disease. Are
chaperones capable of preventing the deposi-
tion of amyloid aggregates, and if so, why do
these defense mechanisms fail in the millions of
patients suffering from neurodegenerative mal-
adies such as Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s dis-
ease? Recent reports that an up-regulation of
the Hsp70 system can suppress the neurotoxic-
ity of certain amyloidogenic proteins (85, 86)
point toward molecular chaperones as promis-
ing targets in the quest for treatment of protein-
misfolding diseases.
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Abstract. The Escherichia coli proteins GroEL and
GroES were the first chaperones to be studied in detail
and have thus become a role model for assisted protein
folding in general. A wealth of both structural and func-
tional data on the GroE system has been accumulated
over the past years, enabling us now to understand the ba-
sic principles of how this fascinating protein-folding ma-
chine accomplishes its task. According to the current
model, GroE processes a nonnative polypeptide in a cy-
cle consisting of three steps. First, the polypeptide sub-
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strate is captured by GroEL. Upon binding of the co-
chaperone GroES and ATP, the substrate is then dis-
charged into a unique microenvironment inside of the
chaperone, which promotes productive folding. After hy-
drolysis of ATP, the polypeptide is released into solution.
Moreover, GroE may actively increase the folding effi-
ciency, e.g. by unfolding of misfolded protein molecules.
The mechanisms underlying these features, however, are
yet not well characterized.

Key words. Molecular chaperones; protein folding; GroEL; aggregation; protein structure.

Introduction

Historically, the GroE proteins of Escherichia coli were
the first chaperone proteins to be studied on a molecular
level [1, 2]. In the early 1970s, temperature-sensitive, mu-
tant E. coli strains were isolated that were unable to sup-
port the growth of bacteriophage l [1]. Further analyses
revealed that apparently two host proteins, GroEL (57
kDa) and GroES (10 kDa), were required for the correct
assembly of the phage capsids. Both proteins were found
to be essential for the growth of E. coli [3]. At that time,
the cellular function of GroEL was unknown. The turning
point came in the late 1980s, when George Lorimer and
co-workers began to investigate whether the GroE pro-
teins could assist in the biogenesis of Rubisco expressed
in E. coli [4]. They observed that in wild-type cells the
formation of active Rubisco was severely compromised.
Upon overexpression of both GroEL and GroES, how-
ever, active Rubisco was produced. It was suggested that
GroE‘s primary function was to prevent the aggregation
of Rubisco during its folding [5], as could be demon-
strated later [6, 7].
In the past decade, a wealth of both biochemical and
structural data on the GroE chaperone has been accumu-
lated, making it the most thoroughly investigated chap-

erone system so far [8–12]. According to the model
emerging from this data, GroE-assisted protein folding is
a three-step process. An aggregation-prone folding inter-
mediate is first captured by GroEL and thereby becomes
protected from aggregation. Upon binding of ATP and
GroES to the GroEL/polypeptide complex, the polypep-
tide is ejected into a closed compartment formed by the
GroE chaperone, where folding is initiated. After hy-
drolysis of ATP, both GroES and the polypeptide are re-
leased. While this basic mechanism of GroE action is
now widely accepted, there are still a number of details
that remain controversial and require further experimen-
tal investigation.

Architecture of the GroEL protein

The mechanism of GroE-mediated protein folding is inti-
mately related with the oligomeric structure of the chap-
erone [13]. The GroEL molecule is a complex assembly
comprising 14 identical 57-kDa subunits. The transitions
between the different functional states of the chaperone
are triggered by a set of domain movements which in turn
are controlled by the binding of ATP and the cochaperone
GroES.



The first images of the GroE chaperone were obtained by
electron microscopy [14, 15]. They showed cylindrical
particles containing a central channel, which could be oc-
cupied by a polypeptide substrate [16–18]. A more de-
tailed picture became available with the X-ray structure
of GroEL [19]. It confirmed that the GroEL molecule re-
sembles a barrel with dimensions of 137 Å (diameter)
and 146 Å (height). Its 14 subunits are arranged in two
rings stacked back to back (fig. 1A). The two rings en-
close two separate cavities (45 Å wide) that serve as fold-
ing compartments for polypeptide substrates (fig. 1B).
Each GroEL subunit can be dissected into three distinct
domains (fig. 1A, C) [19]. The equatorial domains (re-
sidues 6–133 plus 409–523) constitute the central part of
the cylinder and consist mainly of a helices. They serve
as the foundations of the GroEL oligomer, since they
mediate all interring contacts, and most of the intraring
contacts. They also contain the binding pockets for ATP
(fig. 1C), which are facing toward the inside of the cen-
tral cavity.
In contrast to the equatorial domain, the apical domain
(residues 191–376) is considerably less ordered. It is lo-
cated at the opening of the GroEL cylinder (fig. 1) and
contains the binding site for both GroES and the polypep-
tide substrate. Polypeptide binding occurs in a hydropho-
bic groove, which is formed by two helices facing the
central channel (fig. 1C) [20, 21]. This is in agreement
with results of an earlier analysis employing site-directed
mutagenesis [22]. The bound substrate is stabilized by
mainly hydrophobic interactions, but hydrogen bonds be-
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tween its peptide backbone and the surrounding polar
surface of the apical domain may contribute as well. Im-
portantly, this hydrophobic groove is also responsible for
the binding of GroES [23].
The intermediate domain (residues 134–190 plus 377–
408) serves as a molecular hinge connecting the apical do-
main with the equatorial domain. Accordingly, its main
function is the transmission of allosteric signals between
both domains, thus establishing a tight coupling between
nucleotide binding and GroES/polypeptide binding.

The interaction between GroES and GroEL

The cochaperone, GroES (fig. 2A), is a dome-shaped
heptamer with diameter of 75 Å and a height of 30 Å [24].
It consists almost exclusively of b sheets. Residues 16–
33 form the so-called mobile loops, flexible extensions
that dangle from the GroES molecule like the tentacles of
a jellyfish [25, 26]. Binding of GroES occurs at the api-
cal domains of the GroEL tetradecamer (fig. 2B) and re-
quires that the nucleotide binding sites of the respective
GroEL ring are occupied with either ATP or ADP [15, 27,
28]. Upon association, the mobile loops of GroES bind to
the hydrophobic peptide binding groove of GroEL and
become immobilized [23, 25]. Because of the common
seven-fold symmetry of both proteins, binding is thought
to be highly cooperative.
Upon binding of its cochaperone, the GroEL molecule
undergoes major structural rearrangements that are cen-

Figure 1. Structure of the GroEL chaperone from E. coli [19, 85]. (A) Side view of the GroEL tetradecamer. The particle is 137 Å wide
and 146 Å high. Subunits comprising the top ring are shown in color, subunits of the bottom ring are shown in gray. Each subunit can be
dissected into three domains: apical (orange), intermediate (yellow) and equatorial (red). (B) Top view of the GroEL tetradecamer. The di-
ameter of the central cavity is 45 Å. The seven subunits of the ring are shown in shades of green. For one subunit, the apical and the inter-
mediate domains are highlighted in orange and yellow, respectively. (C) Ribbon representation of a GroEL subunit. The equatorial domain
(red) consists almost exclusively of a helices and contains the nucleotide binding site, which is occupied by ATPgS (blue). The intermedi-
ate domain (yellow) serves as a molecular hinge that connects the equatorial domain with the apical domain (orange). Binding of GroES
and polypeptides occurs in a hydrophobic groove formed by the two helices (white) facing the central cavity.



tral to its functional cycle (fig. 2B, C) [23, 29]. First, the
apical domains of the cis ring, i.e. the ring to which
GroES binds, swing upward by ~60° and rotate outward
by ~90°. As a result, the diameter of the central cavity al-
most doubles, and its volume increases from 85,000 Å3 to
175,000 Å3. Second, the hydrophobic residues, which
form the peptide binding site of GroEL, are moved away
from the cavity surface and become buried within the
wall (fig. 2C). Thus, the surface of the cis cavity becomes
largely hydrophilic. Third, GroES now blocks the exit of
the cavity. As a result, the cis cavity is converted from an
acceptor site for hydrophobic polypeptides into a closed
microenvironment for protein folding.
Depending on the experimental conditions, two types of
complexes between GroES and GroEL have been de-
tected by electron microscopy. In the presence of ADP or
micromolar concentrations of ATP, GroES binds to only
one end of the GroEL cylinder forming asymmetric ‘bul-
lets’ (see fig. 2B) [15, 16]. At ATP concentrations in the
millimolar range, symmetrical ‘footballs’ have been ob-
served in which both ends of the GroEL particle are
capped with GroES [30–32]. It is assumed that the ‘ADP
bullet’, i.e. the GroES7·ADP7·GroEL7/GroEL7 complex,
represents the ‘acceptor state’ of GroE [33], which cap-
tures an unfolded polypeptide. The footballs presumably

reflect a transient species that is formed during the func-
tional cycle (section 6).

Polypeptide binding by GroEL

All molecular chaperones interact with unfolded or par-
tially folded polypeptides. In the case of GroEL, a study
using denatured proteins from cell extracts showed that
~40% of the E. coli proteins can bind to GroEL [34].
However, it is unlikely that GroEL participates in the
folding of all these proteins, because its cellular concen-
tration of ~1 µM is simply too small for that purpose [35].
A number of E. coli proteins that interact with GroEL in
vivo have been identified [36], but it is not clear yet how
many of them are stringently dependent on GroE in their
folding.
Polypeptide binding to GroEL is primarily based on the hy-
drophobic effect, as was shown by a thermodynamic analy-
sis of the binding reaction [37], although electrostatic in-
teractions may play a role as well [38, 39]. Unlike correctly
folded proteins, unfolded or partially folded polypeptides
usually expose hydrophobic surfaces that can associate
nonspecifically, forming higher-order aggregates [40, 41].
By binding to the hydrophobic groove in the apical do-
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Figure 2. Structure of the GroE chaperone from E. coli [23, 24]. (A) Side view of the GroES heptamer. The individual subunits (in shades
of red) consist mainly of b sheets and form a dome with a diameter of 75 Å. The flexible extensions on the bottom are the so-called mo-
bile loops that mediate binding to GroEL. (B) Cross-section of a GroE ‘bullet’. Each GroEL ring encloses a cavity that serves as a folding
compartment for a polypeptide substrate. Some residues of the equatorial domains have not been resolved in the crystal structure, giving
the wrong impression that the two cavities are contiguous. Binding of GroES (orange) to the top GroEL ring (blue) blocks the access to the
upper cavity and concomitantly induces an en bloc movement of the apical domains. (C) Changes in the GroEL structure upon binding of
GroES. In this top view, the seven subunits comprising one ring of GroEL are shown in shades of green and blue. The equatorial domains
have been omitted for sake of clarity. The hydrophobic residues in the apical domains important for binding of polypeptide and GroES are
shown in white. In the absence of GroES (top panel), these residues coat the inside of the central cavity and account for the high affinity
for unfolded polypeptides of this state. Upon binding of GroES (lower panel) the apical domains rotate outwards by ~ 90°. The hydropho-
bic patches become buried in the subunit interfaces, rendering the inner surface of the cavity mainly hydrophilic and causing the release of
a bound polypeptide. Concomitantly, the diameter of the cavity increases from 45 to 80 Å.



mains of GroEL (fig. 1C) these regions become shielded,
and the molecule is protected from aggregation. Since
most native proteins do not expose hydrophobic surfaces,
GroEL will not recognize them as substrates.
The structure of various substrate proteins has been char-
acterized while bound to GroEL. It appears that GroEL is
capable of interacting with different conformations rang-
ing from largely unfolded polypeptides to highly struc-
tured, stable folding intermediates [42–45]. It has long
been a matter of debate whether GroEL recognizes cer-
tain structure motifs in its polypeptide substrates [36, 46],
but most data suggest that this is not the case [47, 48].
Rather, it seems to be important whether structure forma-
tion in the polypeptide and binding to GroEL are syner-
gistic or antagonistic processes. This is illustrated by a
study using short peptides with identical amino acid com-
position but different sequence [49]. Only when the spac-
ing of the hydrophobic residues was such that an amphi-
pathic a helix could form, binding to GroEL was found
to be tight. In this case, the formation of structure (= he-
lix) and the formation of a high-affinity binding interface
(= hydrophobic surface) were synergistic. Similar results
were obtained for peptides mimicking b strands. It is
likely that both the partially folded polypeptide and the
binding site on GroEL undergo structural rearrangements
upon association in order to optimize the binding inter-
face [21, 50]. 

Allosteric interactions within the GroE chaperone

Though each GroEL ring consists of seven subunits, it
represents a single operational unit [10, 51]. This behav-
ior is the consequence of a framework of allosteric inter-
actions that coordinates the binding properties of the in-
dividual subunits. There are two levels of cooperativity
within the GroEL molecule. First, subunits of the same
ring are subject to positive cooperativity. As an example,
binding of ATP to one GroEL subunit promotes the bind-
ing of ATP to the other six subunits of the same ring [28,
52, 53]. Second, there is a negative cooperativity between
the rings, i.e. binding of ATP to one ring reduces the
affinity for ATP of the second ring [54, 55]. These ho-
motropic effects can be described by a model of nested
cooperativity (fig. 3) [56].
Each GroEL subunit can adopt one of two states: the (re-
laxed) R state, and the (tense) T state, which differ in their
affinity for nucleotide and protein ligands [57]. The R
state is characterized by a high affinity for ATP and a low
affinity for polypeptides, whereas the T state has a low
affinity for ATP and a high affinity for polypeptides.
Owing to the positive intraring cooperativity, each ring is
either in the R form or in the T form. Thus, the GroEL
tetradecamer can adopt the configurations TT, TR, and
RR (fig. 3). In the absence of nucleotides, GroEL is pref-

erentially in the TT state. Low concentrations of ATP shift
the equilibrium to the RT state, in which the R ring is
completely occupied with nucleotide, whereas the T ring
is empty. Because of the negative interring cooperativity,
the transition to the RR state only occurs at higher ATP
concentrations (>100 µM). The cochaperone GroES, on
the other hand, seems to reduce the negative interring
cooperativity, since its binding to the RT state promotes
the transition to the RR state [57]. This is consistent 
with the finding that in the ‘ATP bullet’ complex
(GroES7· ATP7· GroEL7/GroEL7) the trans ring shows a
decreased affinity for polypeptides [58]. 

The functional cycle of the GroE chaperone

GroE-mediated folding requires the polypeptide sub-
strate to participate in a cycle which can be dissected into
three steps: capture, sequestration/folding and release
[59]. Depending on the nature of the polypeptide, multi-
ple rounds may be necessary for successful folding [60,
61]. The cycling ends when the polypeptide molecule has
reached a conformation that is no longer recognized by
GroEL. For some monomeric proteins like rhodanese,
this exit point may be the native state [33, 62]. In general,
however, it will be a committed state in which the protein
has not yet reached its native conformation, but no longer
requires the assistance of GroE [45, 63]. The reactions
that lead from there to the native state may include further
folding processes as well as oligomerization. Other mol-
ecules may adopt a conformation from which the native
state is kinetically inaccessible. These dead-end products
probably become degraded by cellular proteases [9].
The sequence of events during GroE cycling is best ex-
plained on the level of a single ring. The cycle starts when
a polypeptide is captured by GroE (fig. 4, step 1). As
mentioned above, a potential substrate is recognized by
virtue of its exposed hydrophobic surfaces. The acceptor
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Figure 3. Model of nested cooperativity in GroEL [57]. Each rec-
tangle (square or round) represents a single ring. Owing to the pos-
itive intraring cooperativity, all seven subunits within one ring
adopt the same state. In the absence of ligands, GroEL is predomi-
nantly in the TT state (left). In the presence of low concentrations of
ATP, the equilibrium is shifted towards the TR state (middle), be-
cause ATP preferentially binds to the R conformation. At higher
concentrations of ATP, transition to the RR state occurs.



state of GroE likely is the ‘ADP bullet’, in which the trans
ring (i.e. the ring opposite of GroES) is in the high-affin-
ity T form. Subsequent binding of ATP and GroES to this
ring (fig. 4, steps 2 and 3) triggers a series of conforma-
tional changes in the GroEL molecule. As a result, 

1) The affinity for both ADP and GroES in the trans ring
decreases, causing the dissociation of both ligands
(fig. 4, step 4) [64–66].

2) GroES covers the opening of the new cis cavity,
thereby creating a closed compartment which se-
questers the polypeptide substrate [33, 62].

3) The polypeptide binding site in the cis ring becomes
buried within the cavity wall, causing the discharge of
the polypeptide into the cis cavity.

4) The size of the cavity increases, giving the polypep-
tide sufficient room to undergo the structural re-
arrangements required for productive folding [23].

Once released from GroEL, the polypeptide will start to
fold. Since it is still trapped in the central cavity, aggre-
gation is no longer possible. In addition, the sterical re-
strictions resulting from confinement and the physical
properties of the cavity wall may alter the energy land-
scape of the folding reaction [67, 68].
The formation of the symmetric intermediate shown in
step 3 of the cycle is controversial. Though football-
shaped GroE particles have been detected using electron
microscopy (see section 2), it is not clear yet whether
these molecules represent off-pathway products [69], or
are indeed part of the chaperone cycle [70, 71]. The ‘foot-
ball’ intermediate is an attractive concept since it would
allow GroES to trap a ‘new’ polypeptide in the cis cavity,
and at the same time trigger the release of the ‘old’
polypeptide from the trans ring.
Hydrolysis of the bound ATP (fig. 4, step 5), which takes
~10 s at 25°C [55], represents the rate-limiting step in the
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Figure 4. Model of the functional cycle of the GroE chaperone. Although GroEL is composed of two rings, the functional cycle is best de-
scribed on the level of single rings, which represent the operational units of the chaperone. While both rings are active at the same time,
they are in different phases of the cycle. Processing of an individual substrate polypeptide requires two revolutions of the GroE cycle dur-
ing which the polypeptide remains associated with the same GroEL ring. For graphical reasons, the orientation of the GroE complex is re-
versed after step 4. The cycle of GroE-assisted folding can be dissected into three steps: capture, encapsulation/folding and release. Dur-
ing capture (1), a hydrophobic polypeptide is prevented from aggregation by binding to GroEL. The acceptor ring (bottom ring) is nu-
cleotide free and therefore has a high affinity for the polypeptide. Binding of ATP (2) and GroES (3) to this ring induces a set of structural
changes in GroEL. Most important, the affinity for the bound polypeptide is decreased, and it is released into the closed cavity where fold-
ing begins. Subsequent hydrolysis of ATP (5) induces a second conformational change in GroEL (top ring), which allows the bottom ring
to bind polypeptide and initiate a new cycle. Upon binding of ATP and GroES in the next round, GroES is displaced from the top ring, and
the substrate polypeptide is released (4). The formation of the symmetric complex shown in brackets is controversial.



cycle and thus serves as a timer for encapsulation [58].
Once the ATP is hydrolyzed, the chaperone has comple-
ted its cycle and the next round starts, in which now 
the opposite ring will be charged with a polypeptide
substrate. The release of the encapsulated protein oc-
curs upon the subsequent binding of GroES/ATP (fig. 4,
step 4). 
At this stage, the ejected polypeptide is thought to un-
dergo kinetic partitioning [64, 72]. Molecules that are not
recognized by GroEL (native, committed or dead-end, see
above) no longer participate in cycling. The remaining
molecules may rebind and undergo another round of the
GroE cycle, or bind to other molecular chaperones, or
fold/assemble in bulk solution. The relative fractions of
these species likely depend on the nature of the polypep-
tide as well as on the cellular context.
It is reasonable to assume that GroEL can process two
substrates at a time, as shown in figure 4. According to
this model, both rings (= operational units) are active, al-
though they are in different phases of the chaperone cycle
[58, 71]. As an example, the top ring after step 3 is loaded
with a polypeptide that already has undergone folding in
the cavity, and will become ejected in the next step. The
polypeptide bound to the bottom ring, on the other hand,
will be released into the cavity where folding is initiated.
Thus, binding of GroES in step 3 has a dual function: it
sequesters a ‘new’ polypeptide in the cis cavity, and it re-
leases GroES and the processed polypeptide from the
trans ring. In an alternative model, only one GroEL ring
at a time is loaded with a polypeptide, whereas the second
ring passes through the cycle in an empty state.
Owing to the limited volume of the cavity, GroE-mediated
folding as shown in figure 4 is restricted to polypeptides
smaller than ~ 60 kDa [73, 74]. Although larger proteins
can bind to GroEL, they cannot become encapsulated un-
derneath GroES. This is illustrated by the case of aconi-
tase from yeast mitochondria, a monomeric enzyme of 82
kDa. Strains in which mt-hsp60, the yeast homologue of
GroEL, was deleted were found to accumulate aggregated
aconitase. Further analyses showed that both GroEL and
GroES are required for the biogenesis of aconitase in vivo
[75]. However, aconitase did not become encapsulated
since GroES could only bind in trans, not in cis [76]. More
important, GroES binding in trans was found to be essen-
tial for the release of GroEL-bound aconitase. It may thus
reflect a general mechanism GroEL uses to dispose of
substrates it cannot process [77].

GroE-mediated unfolding of proteins

A still open question is how GroE promotes the folding of
proteins that are trapped in nonnative conformations. It is
assumed that GroEL is capable of partially unfolding
these proteins, thereby setting them back on the right

track to the native state [78]. Several mechanisms have
been suggested how GroEL accomplishes this task.
The most simple model, thermodynamic coupling [79], is
based on the idea that for some folding intermediates
structure formation and binding to GroEL may be antag-
onistic processes because they compete for the same (hy-
drophobic) residues. Since the amount of exposed hy-
drophobic surface generally decreases with the degree of
folding, GroEL will preferentially bind to more unfolded
conformations of a protein. Provided there is a rapid equi-
librium between the various conformations of the
polypeptide, GroEL will effectively unfold the protein by
the law of mass action. This capability of GroEL has been
demonstrated for a variety of relatively small proteins
[79–82]. The coupling mechanism, however, has one im-
portant shortcoming. It would not allow a polypeptide to
escape from a kinetic trap on its folding pathway, be-
cause, according to this model, all unfolding reactions oc-
cur in free solution at their intrinsic rates.
Based on experiments with Rubisco, it was also sug-
gested that GroE can actively unfold a bound polypeptide
[83]. According to this model, the movement of the api-
cal domains, which occurs upon GroES binding (fig. 2C),
may exert a mechanical stress on the bound polypeptide,
thereby virtually tearing its structure apart. Importantly,
this mechanism requires that the substrate be bound to
multiple apical domains simultaneously [84]. Active un-
folding, however, could yet not be observed with other
stringent substrate proteins of GroE [45].

Perspectives

While our understanding of the basic mechanism(s) un-
derlying GroE-assisted folding has increased consider-
ably over the past years, there are still a number of issues
that require further investigation. One of the most inter-
esting problems that remains to be solved is the confor-
mational changes a polypeptide undergoes when it is
processed by the chaperone. This concerns unfolding re-
actions that occur upon binding of a polypeptide to
GroEL as well as those unfolding events that may be as-
sociated with the subsequent binding of GroES (see
above). Of equal importance is the question of what hap-
pens to the polypeptide while it folds in the cavity. Is the
main purpose of sequestration to exclude other polypep-
tides and thus provide conditions of infinite dilution? Or
does the cavity play a more active role, e.g. by lowering
energy barriers on the folding pathway? Scientists have
already begun to address these issues experimentally. The
size of the GroE chaperone and the low conformational
stability of the folding intermediates, however, make this
a rather challenging undertaking.
Another issue concerns the general applicability of re-
sults obtained with a single ‘model’ substrate. Likely,
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GroE provides a variety of ‘tools’ that promote the effi-
ciency of protein folding, but not all of them may be ob-
served when GroE processes a certain polypeptide sub-
strate. This point is illustrated by the long-lasting debate
about what is required to release a polypeptide from
GroEL. In some cases, addition of ADP alone was found
to be sufficient, in other cases ATP was required, while
for a third set of protein substrates release was dependent
on both ATP and GroES. These differences may simply
reflect the heterogeneity of protein substrates GroE en-
counters in the cell. Thus, it will be crucial for our future
understanding to identify the E. coli proteins that depend
on GroE in their folding.
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Proteins are the most versatile and structurally complex biological 
macromolecules. They are involved in almost every biological 
process. Mammalian cells typically express in excess of 10,000 

different protein species, which are synthesized on ribosomes as linear 
chains of up to several thousand amino acids. To function, these chains 
must generally fold into their ‘native state’, an ensemble of a few closely 
related three-dimensional structures1,2. How this is accomplished 
and how cells ensure the conformational integrity of their proteome 
in the face of acute and chronic challenges constitute one of the most 
fundamental and medically relevant problems in biology. 

Central to this problem is that proteins must retain conformational 
flexibility to function, and thus are only marginally thermodynamically 
stable in their physiological environment. A substantial fraction of all 
proteins in eukaryotic cells (20–30% of the total in mammalian cells) even 
seem to be inherently devoid of any ordered three-dimensional structure 
and adopt folded conformations only after interaction with binding 
partners3. Aberrant behaviour of some of these metastable proteins, such 
as tau and α-synuclein, can give rise to the formation of fibrillar aggregates 
that are associated with dementia and Parkinson’s disease. Thus, protein 
quality control and the maintenance of proteome homeostasis (known as 
proteostasis) are crucial for cellular and organismal health. Proteostasis is 
achieved by an integrated network of several hundred proteins4, including, 
most prominently, molecular chaperones and their regulators, which 
assist in de novo folding or refolding, and the ubiquitin−proteasome 
system (UPS) and autophagy system, which mediate the timely removal 
of irreversibly misfolded and aggregated proteins. Deficiencies in 
proteostasis have been shown to facilitate the manifestation or progression 
of numerous diseases, such as neurodegeneration and dementia, type 2 
diabetes, peripheral amyloidosis, lysosomal storage disease, cystic fibrosis, 
cancer and cardiovascular disease. A major risk factor for many of these 
ailments is advanced age. Indeed, studies in model organisms indicate 
that ageing is linked to a gradual decline in cellular proteostasis capacity5,6.

Here we discuss recent insights into the mechanisms of chaperone-
assisted protein folding and proteome maintenance. We focus on how 
proteins use the chaperone machinery to navigate successfully the 
complex folding-energy landscape in the crowded cellular environment. 
Understanding these reactions will guide future efforts to define the 
proteostasis network as a target for pharmacological intervention in 
diseases of aberrant protein folding. 

Fundamental role of molecular chaperones
Many small proteins refold after their removal from denaturant in vitro, 
in the absence of other components or an energy source. This signifies 
that the amino-acid sequence, encoded in the DNA, contains all of the 
necessary information to specify the three-dimensional structure of a 
protein1. However, research over the past couple of decades has firmly 
established that in the cellular environment, many proteins require 
molecular chaperones to fold efficiently and on a biologically relevant 
timescale7. Why is this extra layer of complexity necessary?

Although small proteins may fold at very fast speeds8 (within 
microseconds), in dilute buffer solutions, larger, multidomain proteins 
may take minutes to hours to fold9, and often even fail to reach their 
native states in vitro. The folding of such proteins becomes considerably 
more challenging in vivo, because the cellular environment is highly 
crowded, with total cytosolic protein reaching concentrations of 
300−400 g l−1. The resultant excluded volume effects, although 
enhancing the functional interactions between macromolecules, also 
strongly increase the tendency of non-native and structurally flexible 
proteins to aggregate10. It seems likely, therefore, that the fundamental 
requirement for molecular chaperones arose very early during the 
evolution of densely crowded cells, owing to the need to minimize 
protein aggregation during folding and maintain proteins in soluble, 
yet conformationally dynamic states. Moreover, as mutations often 
disrupt the ability of a protein to adopt a stable fold11, it follows that the 
chaperone system provides a crucial buffer, allowing the evolution of 
new protein functions and phenotypic traits11,12. 

Some basics on protein folding and how it can go awry
Because the number of possible conformations a protein chain 
can adopt is very large, folding reactions are highly complex and 
heterogeneous, relying on the cooperation of many weak, non-covalent 
interactions. In the case of soluble proteins, hydrophobic forces are 
particularly important in driving chain collapse and the burial of non-
polar amino-acid residues within the interior of the protein (see ref. 13 
for a discussion of membrane protein folding). Considerable progress 
has been made in recent years in understanding these reactions 
through biophysical experiments and theoretical analyses1,2. In the 
current model, polypeptide chains are thought to explore funnel-
shaped potential energy surfaces as they progress, along several 

Most proteins must fold into defined three-dimensional structures to gain functional activity. But in the cellular environ-
ment, newly synthesized proteins are at great risk of aberrant folding and aggregation, potentially forming toxic species. 
To avoid these dangers, cells invest in a complex network of molecular chaperones, which use ingenious mechanisms to 
prevent aggregation and promote efficient folding. Because protein molecules are highly dynamic, constant chaperone 
surveillance is required to ensure protein homeostasis (proteostasis). Recent advances suggest that an age-related decline 
in proteostasis capacity allows the manifestation of various protein-aggregation diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease 
and Parkinson’s disease. Interventions in these and numerous other pathological states may spring from a detailed under-
standing of the pathways underlying proteome maintenance.
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downhill routes, towards the native structure (Fig. 1). Chain collapse 
and the progressive increase in the number of native interactions 
rapidly restrict the conformational space that needs to be searched en 
route to the native state. However, the free-energy surface that must be 
navigated is often rugged, which means that the molecules must cross 
substantial kinetic barriers during folding. As a consequence, partially 
folded states may become transiently populated as kinetically trapped 
species. Such folding intermediates are the rule for proteins larger than 
100 amino acids (~90% of all proteins in a cell), which have a strong 
tendency to undergo rapid hydrophobic collapse into compact globular 
conformations2. The collapse may lead either to disorganized globules 
lacking specific contacts and retaining large configurational entropy 
or to intermediates that may be stabilized by non-native interactions 
(misfolded states). In the former case, the search for crucial native 
contacts within the globule will limit folding speed, whereas in the 
latter, the breakage of non-native contacts may be rate-limiting1 
(Fig. 1). The propensity of proteins to populate globular intermediates 
with a high degree of flexibility may increase with larger, topologically 
more complex domain folds that are stabilized by many long-range 
interactions (such as α/β domain architectures). Such proteins are often 
highly chaperone dependent14. 

Partially folded or misfolded states are problematic because they tend 
to aggregate in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1). This is due 
to the fact that these forms typically expose hydrophobic amino-acid 
residues and regions of unstructured polypeptide backbone to the solvent 
— features that become buried in the native state15. Like intramolecular 
folding, aggregation is largely driven by hydrophobic forces and primarily 
results in amorphous structures (Fig. 1). Alternatively, fibrillar aggregates 
called amyloid may form, defined by β-strands that run perpendicular 
to the long fibril axis (cross-β structure). Although many proteins can 
adopt these highly ordered, thermodynamically stable structures under 
conditions in vitro16, the formation of these aggregates in vivo is strongly 
restricted by the chaperone machinery, suggesting that they may become 
more widespread under stress or when protein quality control fails. 
Importantly, the formation of fibrillar aggregates is often accompanied by 
the formation of soluble oligomeric states, which are thought to have key 
roles in diseases of aberrant folding16 (Fig. 1). The toxicity of these less 
ordered and rather heterogeneous forms has been suggested to correlate 
with the exposure of sticky, hydrophobic surfaces and accessible peptide-
backbone structure that is not yet integrated into a stable cross-β core17. 
The soluble oligomers must undergo considerable rearrangement to 
form fibrils, the thermodynamic end state of the aggregation process, 
and may thus be comparable to the kinetically trapped intermediates in 
folding (Fig. 1). Notably, some common structural epitopes have been 
detected on the prefibrillar oligomers of different polypeptides18, but 
how these features are linked with toxicity is not yet understood. Such 
information is urgently needed to develop treatments for the numerous 
pathological states associated with protein aggregation. 

Major chaperone classes 
We define a molecular chaperone as any protein that interacts with, 
stabilizes or helps another protein to acquire its functionally active 
conformation, without being present in its final structure7,19. Several 
different classes of structurally unrelated chaperones exist in cells, 
forming cooperative pathways and networks. Members of these protein 
families are often known as stress proteins or heat-shock proteins 
(HSPs), as they are upregulated under conditions of stress in which the 
concentrations of aggregation-prone folding intermediates increase. 
Chaperones are usually classified according to their molecular weight 
(HSP40, HSP60, HSP70, HSP90, HSP100 and the small HSPs). They are 
involved in a multitude of proteome-maintenance functions, including 
de novo folding, refolding of stress-denatured proteins, oligomeric 
assembly, protein trafficking and assistance in proteolytic degradation. 
The chaperones that participate broadly in de novo protein folding and 
refolding, such as the HSP70s, HSP90s and the chaperonins (HSP60s), 
are multicomponent molecular machines that promote folding through 

ATP- and cofactor-regulated binding and release cycles. They typically 
recognize hydrophobic amino-acid side chains exposed by non-native 
proteins and may functionally cooperate with ATP-independent 
chaperones, such as the small HSPs, which function as ‘holdases’, 
buffering aggregation. 

In the ATP-dependent mechanism of chaperone action, de novo 
folding and protein refolding is promoted through kinetic partitioning 
(Fig. 2). Chaperone binding (or rebinding) to hydrophobic regions of 
a non-native protein transiently blocks aggregation; ATP-triggered 
release allows folding to proceed. Importantly, although the HSP70s 
and the chaperonins both operate by this basic mechanism, they 
differ fundamentally in that the former (like all other ATP-dependent 
chaperones) release the substrate protein for folding into bulk solution, 
whereas the cylindrical chaperonins allow the folding of single protein 
molecules enclosed in a cage. The two systems act sequentially, 
whereby HSP70 interacts upstream with nascent and newly synthesized 
polypeptides and the chaperonins function downstream in the final 
folding of those proteins that fail to reach native state by cycling on 
HSP70 alone20,21 (Figs 2 and 3). In the following sections, we will 
use the HSP70, chaperonin and HSP90 models to illustrate the basic 
mechanisms of the major cytosolic protein-folding machines. Client-
specific chaperones that function downstream of folding in mediating 
the assembly of oligomeric complexes are not discussed (see, for 
example, refs 22 and 23).

The HSP70 system
The constitutively expressed (HSC70, also known as HSPA8) and 
stress-inducible forms of HSP70 are central players in protein folding 
and proteostasis control. Increasing HSP70 levels has also proven 
effective in preventing toxic protein aggregation in disease models24. 
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Figure 1 | Competing reactions of protein folding and aggregation. Scheme 
of the funnel-shaped free-energy surface that proteins explore as they move 
towards the native state (green) by forming intramolecular contacts (modified 
from refs 19 and 95). The ruggedness of the free-energy landscape results in 
the accumulation of kinetically trapped conformations that need to traverse 
free-energy barriers to reach a favourable downhill path. In vivo, these 
steps may be accelerated by chaperones39,41,42. When several molecules fold 
simultaneously in the same compartment, the free-energy surface of folding 
may overlap with that of intermolecular aggregation, resulting in the formation 
of amorphous aggregates, toxic oligomers or ordered amyloid fibrils (red). 
Fibrillar aggregation typically occurs by nucleation-dependent polymerization. 
It may initiate from intermediates populated during de novo folding or after 
destabilization of the native state (partially folded states) and is normally 
prevented by molecular chaperones.
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The ATP-dependent reaction cycle of HSP70 is regulated by chaperones 
of the HSP40 (also known as DnaJ) family and nucleotide-exchange 
factors25,26. Some of these factors are also involved in linking chaperone 
functions with the UPS and autophagy for the removal of misfolded 
proteins27. Binding and release by HSP70 is achieved through the 
allosteric coupling of a conserved amino-terminal ATPase domain 
with a carboxy-terminal peptide-binding domain, the latter consisting 
of a β-sandwich subdomain and an α-helical lid segment25 (Fig. 2). The 
β-sandwich recognizes extended, ~seven-residue segments enriched 
in hydrophobic amino acids, preferentially when they are framed by 
positively charged residues28. Such segments occur on average every 
50−100 amino acids in proteins, and the exposure of these fragments 
correlates with the aggregation propensity of the protein29. The α-helical 
lid and a conformational change in the β-sandwich domain regulate the 
affinity state for the peptide in an ATP-dependent manner25. In the ATP-
bound state, the lid adopts an open conformation, resulting in high on 

rates and off rates for the peptide. Hydrolysis of ATP to ADP is strongly 
accelerated by HSP40, leading to lid closure and stable peptide binding 
(low on rates and off rates for the peptide substrate) (Fig. 2). HSP40 also 
interacts directly with unfolded polypeptides and can recruit HSP70 
to protein substrates20,26. After ATP hydrolysis, a nucleotide-exchange 
factor binds to the HSP70 ATPase domain and catalyses ADP−ATP 
exchange, resulting in lid opening and substrate release. Release allows 
fast-folding molecules to bury hydrophobic residues, whereas molecules 
that need longer than a few seconds for folding will rebind to HSP70, 
thereby avoiding aggregation. HSP70 (re)binding may also result in 
conformational remodelling, perhaps removing kinetic barriers to the 
folding process30. 

Proteins that are unable to partition to fast-folding trajectories after 
HSP70 cycling may be transferred into the specialized environment 
of the chaperonin cage for folding. Among these are several essential 
proteins, such as actins and tubulins31, which encounter high energetic 
barriers in folding and are completely unable to reach their native states 
spontaneously, even in dilute solution in vitro.

The chaperonins
Chaperonins are large double-ring complexes of ~800−900 kDa that 
function by globally enclosing substrate proteins up to ~60 kDa for 
folding. Group I chaperonins (also known as HSP60s in eukaryotes 
and GroEL in bacteria) have seven-membered rings in bacteria, 
mitochondria and chloroplasts, and functionally cooperate with HSP10 
proteins (GroES in bacteria), which form the lid of the folding cage. 
The group II chaperonins in archaea (thermosome) and the eukaryotic 
cytosol (TRiC, also known as CCT) usually have eight-membered rings. 
They are independent of HSP10 factors. 

The GroEL–GroES chaperonin system of Escherichia coli has been 
studied most extensively19,32 (Fig. 3). GroEL interacts with at least 
250 different cytosolic proteins. Most of these are between 20 and 
50 kDa in size and have complex α/β or α+β domain topologies, such 
as the TIM barrel fold14,33. These proteins are stabilized by many long-
range interactions and are thought to populate flexible, kinetically 
trapped folding intermediates exposing hydrophobic surfaces34,35. The 
apical domains of GroEL present hydrophobic amino-acid residues for 
substrate binding in the ring centre. Subsequent folding depends on 
global substrate encapsulation by GroES (Fig. 3). GroES binding is ATP 
regulated and is associated with a marked conformational change of 
GroEL that leads to the formation of a cage with a highly hydrophilic, 
net-negatively-charged inner wall19,32,36. Encapsulated protein is free to 
fold in this environment for ~10 seconds — the time needed for ATP 
hydrolysis in the GroES-bound ring (cis ring). Protein substrate leaves 
the cage after GroES dissociation, which is allosterically triggered by 
ATP binding in the opposite ring (trans ring). Not-yet folded substrate 
rapidly rebinds to GroEL for further folding attempts. 

Enclosing unfolded protein, one molecule at a time, avoids disruption 
of folding by aggregation or (re)binding to upstream chaperones. In 
addition, an effect of steric confinement probably modulates the folding-
energy landscape. Although the chaperonin functions as a passive-
aggregation prevention device for some proteins32,37, encapsulation 
can also accelerate folding substantially37–39. This rate acceleration may 
be due to steric confinement, entropically destabilizing collapsed yet 
flexible folding intermediates, and promoting their conversion to more 
compact, native-like conformations. As shown recently, the effect of 
the folding cage may be comparable to the role of disulphide bonds in 
restricting conformational space in the folding of secretory proteins39. 
Furthermore, repeated unfolding events in successive binding and 
release cycles have been suggested to reverse misfolded, kinetically 
trapped states that are stabilized by non-native interactions40–42. Thus, 
the chaperonins may be able to remove both entropic and enthalpic 
barriers in rugged free-energy landscapes of folding (Fig. 1). 

TRiC, the group II chaperonin in the eukaryotic cytosol, consists 
of eight paralogous subunits per ring31,43,44. All group II chaperonins 
deviate from GroEL in that their apical domains contain finger-like 

Figure 2 | The HSP70 chaperone cycle. HSP70 is switched between high- 
and low-affinity states for unfolded and partially folded protein by ATP 
binding and hydrolysis. Unfolded and partially folded substrate (nascent 
chain or stress-denatured protein), exposing hydrophobic peptide segments, 
is delivered to ATP-bound HSP70 (open; low substrate affinity with high 
on-rates and off-rates) by one of several HSP40 cofactors. The hydrolysis of 
ATP, which is accelerated by HSP40, results in closing of the α-helical lid of 
the peptide-binding domain (yellow) and tight binding of substrate by HSP70 
(closed; high affinity with low on-rates and off-rates). Dissociation of ADP 
catalysed by one of several nucleotide-exchange factors (NEFs) is required 
for recycling. Opening of the α-helical lid, induced by ATP binding, results 
in substrate release. Folding is promoted and aggregation is prevented when 
both the folding rate constant (Kfold) is greater than the association constant 
(Kon) for chaperone binding (or rebinding) of partially folded states, and Kon 
is greater than intermolecular association by the higher-order aggregation 
rate constant Kagg (Kfold > Kon > Kagg) (kinetic partitioning). For proteins that 
populate misfolded states, Kon may be greater than Kfold (Kfold ≤ Kon > Kagg). 
These proteins are stabilized by HSP70 in a non-aggregated state, but require 
transfer into the chaperonin cage for folding14,20. After conformational stress, 
Kagg may become faster than Kon, and aggregation occurs (Kagg > Kon ≥ Kfold), 
unless chaperone expression is induced via the stress-response pathway. 
Structures in this figure relate to Protein Data Bank (PDB) accession codes 
1DKG, 1DKZ, 2KHO and 2QXL. Pi, inorganic phosphate.
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protrusions, which act as an iris-like, built-in lid and replace the function 
of GroES. These segments open and close in an ATP-dependent protein-
encapsulation cycle, similar in principle to that of GroEL–GroES44. 
However, the TRiC reaction cycle is much slower than that of GroEL, 
probably providing a substantially longer period of protein encapsulation 
and folding in the cage45. TRiC interacts with approximately 10% of 
newly synthesized cytosolic proteins, including actin and tubulins31,43. 
Interestingly, TRiC also functions in preventing the accumulation of 
toxic aggregates by the Huntington’s disease protein46–48. 

The HSP90 system
HSP90 forms a proteostasis hub that controls numerous important 
signalling pathways in eukaryotic cells49. These pleiotropic functions 
include, among others, cell-cycle progression, telomere maintenance, 
apoptosis, mitotic signal transduction, vesicle-mediated transport, 
innate immunity and targeted protein degradation. Indeed, the 
evolution and maintenance of these functional networks is thought 
to depend on the ability of HSP90 to buffer the effects of structurally 
destabilizing mutations in the underlying protein complexes, thereby 
allowing the acquisition of new traits12. 

HSP90 functions downstream of HSP70 in the structural maturation 
and conformational regulation of numerous signal-transduction 
molecules, such as kinases and steroid receptors49,50. It cooperates in 
this process with several regulators and co-chaperones, many of which 
use tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domains to dock onto HSP90. For 
example, the TPR protein HOP provides a direct link between HSP70 
and HSP90, allowing substrate transfer51. Although the mechanism 
by which HSP90 and its cofactors mediate conformational changes 

in substrate proteins is not yet understood52, recent crystal structures 
of full-length HSP90s provided long-awaited information53,54. HSP90 
functions as a dimer of subunits that are assembled by their C-terminal 
domains. An N-terminal domain binds and hydrolyses ATP and is 
joined to the C-terminal domain by a middle domain (Fig. 4). The 
middle domain participates in substrate binding and interacts with 
the co-chaperone AHA1. Similar to other chaperones, the HSP90 
dimer undergoes an ATP-driven reaction cycle that is accompanied 
by considerable structural rearrangement25 (Fig. 4). ATP binding leads 
to the dimerization of the N-terminal domains, forming the HSP90 
‘molecular clamp’. This results in a compaction of the HSP90 dimer, 
in which the individual monomers twist around each other. After 
hydrolysis, the ATPase domains dissociate, and the HSP90 monomers 
separate N-terminally. Various cofactors regulate this cycle: CDC37, 
which delivers certain kinase substrates to HSP90, inhibits the ATPase 
activity, and HOP inhibits N-terminal dimerization. AHA1 stimulates 
ATP hydrolysis, whereas p23 stabilizes the dimerized form of HSP90 
before ATP hydrolysis. These factors are thought to adjust the kinetic 
properties of the cycle to achieve certain conformational transitions in 
HSP90-bound substrates, as well as their release from HSP90.

How HSP90 recruits different types of substrate protein with the 
help of various co-chaperones remains enigmatic. HSP90 appears to 
have several substrate-interaction regions, and the binding strength 
seems to be strongly influenced by the structural flexibility of the 
substrate52, in line with the proposed role of HSP90 as an evolutionary 
capacitor in protecting mutated protein variants from degradation12. 
Because several HSP90 substrates are kinases with well-documented 
roles in tumour development, the inhibition of HSP90 with drugs 
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HSP70) may result in local unfolding42. ATP binding then 
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domains. This is followed by the binding of GroES (forming 
the cis complex) and substrate encapsulation for folding. At 
the same time, ADP and GroES dissociate from the opposite 
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had been enclosed in the former cis complex32 (omitted 
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(~10 s). Binding of ATP and GroES to the trans ring causes 
the opening of the cis complex. A symmetrical GroEL−
(GroES)2 complex may form transiently. Structural model is 
based on PDB accession 1AON.
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such as geldanamycin has emerged as a promising strategy for the 
treatment of certain cancers55. These drugs specifically inhibit the 
ATPase function of HSP90. They will probably prove useful not only 
in cancer therapy but also in the treatment of viral diseases, owing to 
the fact that various pathogenic viruses hijack the HSP90 system and 
use it for capsid assembly56. However, the global inhibition of HSP90 
is likely to result in a marked derangement of cellular circuitry, and 
it would be desirable to find ways to inhibit only specific aspects of 
HSP90 function. 

From ribosome to folded protein 
The vectorial synthesis of polypeptides on the ribosome has important 
implications in the folding process that are only partly understood. 
Key questions concern the stage at which the nascent chain begins 
to fold and the extent to which the translation process modulates 
the free-energy landscape of folding. In addressing these issues, it is 
useful to first consider small, single-domain proteins, which tend to 
fold spontaneously in vitro. The translation process for such proteins 
seems to increase the risk of misfolding and aggregation considerably, 
because an incomplete nascent polypeptide is unable to fold into a 
stable native conformation57,58 and the local concentration of nascent 
chains in the context of polyribosomes is very high. Furthermore, the 
exit channel of the large ribosomal subunit, which is ~100 Å long but at 
most 20 Å wide, is unfavourable to folding beyond α-helices and small 
tertiary elements that may begin to form near the tunnel exit59–61; it 

thus prevents the C-terminal 30−40 amino-acid residues of the chain 
from participating in long-range interactions that are necessary for 
cooperative domain folding. As a consequence, productive folding 
may occur only after the complete protein has emerged from the 
ribosome57,62. Because translation is relatively slow (~4−20 amino 
acids s−1), nascent chains are exposed in partially folded, aggregation-
sensitive states for considerable periods of time. Moreover, non-native 
intrachain contacts formed during translation or interactions with the 
highly charged ribosomal surface could delay folding after completion 
of synthesis. For these reasons, nascent chains are thought to interact 
co-translationally with ribosome-bound chaperones, which inhibit 
their premature (mis)folding and maintain the nascent chain in a non-
aggregated, folding-competent state (Fig. 5). For example, the bacterial 
trigger factor63 binds to the small titin I27 chain (~120 amino acids) 
throughout translation64, presumably delaying chain collapse until the 
complete β-sandwich domain has emerged from the ribosome and 
is available for folding. Moreover, the aggregation of nascent chains 
is disfavoured by the densely packed, pseudohelical arrangement 
of ribosomes in polyribosome complexes — an organization that 
maximizes the distance between nascent-chain exit sites on adjacent 
ribosomes65. 

Although single-domain proteins will reach their native state 
post-translationally, multidomain proteins may undergo domain-
wise co-translational folding, as independently folding structural 
units (~50–300 amino acids in length) emerge sequentially from the 
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that acts downstream in completing folding7,19–21,31. The number of interacting 
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for longer nascent chains, mediating co- or post-translational folding. They 
also distribute subsets of proteins to downstream chaperones, such as the 
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ribosome66,67. This process avoids non-native interdomain contacts, 
thus smoothing the folding-energy landscape for large proteins66,68. 
Sequential domain folding during translation, which is highly efficient 
on eukaryotic ribosomes, probably promoted the explosive evolution 
of complex multidomain proteins in eukaryotes66,68. Co-translational 
folding is thought to be aided by the slower elongation speed of 
eukaryotic ribosomes (~4 amino acids s−1 in eukaryotes versus 
~20 amino acids s−1 in bacteria) and as a result of various adaptations 
of the folding machinery. For example, eukaryotic ribosomes bind 
specialized HSP70 chaperone complexes (Fig. 5) and the binding and 
release of the canonical HSC70 from nascent chains may be coordinated 
with translation speed so as to support domain-wise folding. The 
eukaryotic chaperonin TRiC is recruited to nascent chains by HSC70 
(ref. 69) and other upstream factors, such as prefoldin31, allowing 
co-translational folding. Moreover, fine-tuning of co-translational 
folding may be achieved by translational pausing at rare codons70. 
Overall, the eukaryotic translation and chaperone machinery has been 
highly optimized through evolution, ensuring efficient folding for the 
bulk of newly synthesized proteins71.

The chaperone pathways operating in the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER) follow analogous organizational principles, but specialized 
machinery is used in disulphide-bond formation and the glycosylation 
of many secretory proteins72. 

Proteome maintenance and the proteostasis network
Although it is generally accepted that the chaperone machinery is 
required for initial protein folding, we are only beginning to appreciate 
the extent to which many proteins depend on macromolecular assistance 
throughout their cellular lifetime to maintain or regain their functionally 
active conformations. Compared with prokaryotes, the proteomes 
of eukaryotic cells are highly complex, comprising a much greater 
number and diversity of multidomain proteins. In the dynamic cellular 
environment, these proteins constantly face numerous challenges to 
their folded states; these result from post-translational modifications 
(phosphorylation and acetylation), changes in cell physiology and 
alterations in the composition and concentration of small-molecule 
ligands that may influence protein stability4. Moreover, 20−30% of all 
proteins in mammalian cells are intrinsically unstructured3; that is, they 
may adopt defined three-dimensional conformations only after binding 
to other macromolecules or membrane surfaces. Such proteins probably 
require assistance to avoid aberrant interactions and aggregation, 

particularly when their concentration is increased and they are not in 
complexes with partner molecules73. 

These considerations help to explain why cells must invest in an 
extensive network of factors, comprising ~800 proteins in human cells 
(~200 chaperones and co-chaperones and ~600 UPS and autophagy 
components), which cooperate to maintain the conformational 
integrity of the proteome and provide adaptation to changes in the 
environment. This proteostasis network integrates general and 
specialized chaperone components for proper protein folding and 
trafficking with the machinery for disaggregation and proteolytic 
degradation of irreversibly misfolded proteins (the UPS and the 
autophagy system) (Fig. 6). The remarkable complexity of the system 
arises from the expansion, in multicellular organisms, of the diversity 
of regulatory components for the major chaperone systems (HSP70 
and HSP90)26 and of factors functionally coupling these chaperones 
with the UPS and the autophagy system27,74,75. For example, various 
HSP70 cofactors, such as the BCL2-associated athanogene (BAG) 
family proteins and certain HSP40s, contain ubiquitin-like or 
ubiquitin-interacting domains74. The HSP70 and HSP90 cofactor 
known as carboxyl terminus of Hsp70-interacting protein (CHIP) has 
E3 ubiquitin ligase activity and channels certain mutant or damaged 
proteins towards proteasomal degradation74. Notably, CHIP is only one 
of several hundred different E3 ligases, which reflects the enormous 
importance of proteolytic pathways for proteostasis and cell regulation. 
Interestingly, whereas the clearance of misfolded protein species by the 
UPS requires that these molecules are maintained in a non-aggregated 
state by chaperones, disposal by autophagy is thought to involve active 
mechanisms to force such molecules into larger, presumably less 
toxic, aggregates76,77. These inclusions are often deposited at specific 
subcellular sites close to the microtubule-organizing centre, referred 
to as the aggresome78.

The proteostasis network is regulated by several interconnected 
signalling pathways, some of which are stress responsive and ensure 
that cellular protein folding and/or degradation is adapted to avoid the 
accumulation of misfolded and aggregation-prone species (Fig. 6). These 
pathways include the cytosolic stress response and the unfolded protein 
response of the ER and mitochondria, as well as signalling pathways that 
control ribosome biogenesis and translational capacity (Box 1). How the 
inputs from these different branches are coordinated and fine-tuned is 
only partly understood, but proteostasis capacity and responsiveness to 
stress may vary considerably in different cell types79.
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Figure 6 | Protein fates in the 
proteostasis network. The proteostasis 
network integrates chaperone pathways 
for the folding of newly synthesized 
proteins, for the remodelling of 
misfolded states and for disaggregation 
with the protein degradation mediated 
by the UPS and the autophagy 
system. Approximately 180 different 
chaperone components and their 
regulators orchestrate these processes 
in mammalian cells, whereas the UPS 
comprises ~600 and the autophagy 
system ~30 different components. 
The primary effort of the chaperone 
system is in preventing aggregation, 
but machinery for the disaggregation of 
aggregated proteins has been described 
in bacteria and fungi, involving 
oligomeric AAA+-proteins such as 
HSP104 and the E. coli molecular 
chaperone protein ClpB, which 
cooperate with HSP70 chaperones25. 
A similar activity has been detected 
in metazoans, but the components 
involved have not yet been defined83.
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Proteostasis collapse in ageing and disease
The accumulation of misfolded and/or oxidized proteins in cells during 
ageing is a challenge to the proteostasis system and eventually results 
in the deposition of aggregates, as shown in model organisms such 
as Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila80,81. The inability of cells to 
restore normal proteostasis may result in disease, and even in cell death. 
Indeed, numerous diseases are now recognized to be associated with 
aberrant protein folding and are usually categorized as loss-of-function 
or toxic gain-of-function diseases, although specific pathological states 
often show elements of both groups. The former are generally caused 
by inherited mutations and include numerous disorders such as cystic 
fibrosis, lysosomal storage diseases and α1-antitrypsin deficiency. 
The latter, gain-of-function disorders, include type 2 diabetes and the 
major neurodegenerative conditions (Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s 
disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease) and are 
either sporadic or caused by mutations that render specific proteins 
more aggregation prone. These gain-of-function diseases are typically 
age related and are caused by the accumulation of amyloid or amyloid-
like aggregates of the disease protein. A plausible explanation for the 
late onset of these diseases is provided by recent evidence from model 
organisms that the signalling pathways that regulate proteostasis 
are integrated with the genetic and epigenetic pathways that control 
longevity82,83 (Box 1). Thus, the age-related decline in proteostasis and 
specifically in the inability to upregulate chaperones in response to 
conformational stresses would trigger disease manifestation and, in 
turn, accelerate proteostasis collapse81,84,85.

Although the toxic principle operating in these disorders is far from 
understood, a consensus is emerging that soluble oligomeric aggregates, 
which may be ‘on-pathway’ or ‘off-pathway’ towards fibril formation, 
are the primary cytotoxic species16,18 (Fig. 1). One prominent hypothesis 
suggests that these oligomers expose promiscuous hydrophobic surfaces 
that can mediate aberrant interactions with several other proteins or 
with cellular membranes16,17. In support of this proposal, a recent 
proteomics study in human cells showed that certain metastable 
proteins are targeted preferentially by such interactions, resulting in 
their co-aggregation with the amyloidogenic disease protein86. The 
co-aggregating proteins are generally large in size and are enriched in 
intrinsically unstructured regions, properties that are coupled with a 
high degree of functionality. Accordingly, they tend to occupy essential 
hub positions in cellular protein networks, including transcriptional 
regulation, translation and maintenance of cell architecture, 
suggesting that their sequestration by the amyloid aggregates results 
in multifactorial toxicity. An interesting manifestation of this toxicity 
mechanism is the recent demonstration that aggregating mutant p53 
may exert dominant oncogenic potential by sequestering wild-type p53 
into co-aggregates, resulting in a complete loss of p53 function87. 

Aggregate toxicity may be exacerbated by the inability of affected 
cells to adequately respond to stress stimuli86. This is consistent with 

recent evidence that aberrantly folded protein species may interfere with 
central proteostasis functions, including protein folding and clearance 
mechanisms88,89. Notably, the overexpression of members of the HSP70 
system has been shown to inhibit the formation of toxic oligomers and 
to prevent the formation of amyloid aggregates for different disease 
proteins24,90,91. In the case of polyglutamine-repeat proteins, which cause 
Huntington’s disease and several related neurodegenerative disorders, 
HSP70 cooperates with the chaperonin TRiC to prevent the accumulation 
of potentially toxic oligomers47, which is reminiscent of the functional 
cooperation between these chaperone systems in de novo protein folding. 

On the basis of these findings, the pharmacological upregulation 
of chaperone function promises to open up new strategies for the 
treatment of numerous pathological states associated with aberrant 
folding and aggregation. Proof-of-principle experiments using small-
molecule compounds to increase chaperone synthesis and rebalance 
proteostasis (for example, by activating heat-shock transcription 
factor-1 (HSF-1)-regulated pathways) have already demonstrated 
efficacy in loss-of-function and toxic gain-of-function disease 
models5,6,92,93. Likewise, recently identified proteasome activators94 
have the potential to accelerate the clearance of toxic protein species, 
particularly when applied in combination with chaperone upregulation. 
Unlike conventional drugs, such ‘proteostasis regulators’ would not be 
disease-specific or protein-specific, and thus may be applicable to a 
whole group of related diseases — a new concept in medical practice. 

Outlook
Studies over the past two decades have provided fascinating insight 
into the mechanics of chaperone-assisted protein folding, but there are 
still major gaps in our understanding of how the pathways of folding in 
the cell differ from those studied in the test tube. Progress is being held 
back by the problem that the sophisticated biophysical methods used to 
characterize folding intermediates in vitro are not easily transferable to 
the in vivo situation. Major innovation potential can thus be expected 
from the development of advanced imaging techniques, eventually 
allowing us to monitor conformational changes in a single polypeptide 
chain as it emerges from the ribosome, performs its biological function 
and is finally degraded in the living cell. Much research will also be 
stimulated by the emerging concept that molecular chaperones function 
as the central element of a much larger cellular network of proteostasis 
control, comprising, in addition, the protein biogenesis machinery as 
well as the UPS and the autophagy system. Unravelling the complex 
regulatory circuitry of this network and understanding why it loses 
its grip during ageing will pose a major challenge for years to come. 
Solving this problem will require a broad systems-biology approach 
relying on a combination of ribosome profiling, quantitative proteomics 
and computational modelling. How cells react to conformational stress 
or proteostasis deficiency at the proteome level is unclear. Key questions 
include determining how certain aberrantly folding proteins aggregate 

The expression of stress-inducible chaperone proteins (such as 
HSP70, HSP40, HSP90 and small HSPs) in the cytosol is governed 
by the heat-shock response96. The genes encoding these proteins 
are transcriptionally regulated by the HSF-1 and FOXO (DAF-16 in 
C. elegans) transcription factors. 

The unfolded protein response (UPR)72 of the ER adjusts the folding 
capacity of the secretory pathway by upregulating ER chaperones 
and/or attenuating protein synthesis by means of the transcription 
factors IRE1, PERK and ATF6.

The mitochondrial UPR97,98 is activated by conformational stress in 
mitochondria and increases resistance to oxidative damage. 

Ageing and longevity pathways are coupled to the regulation of 
stress-protective pathways5,99. Specifically, the upregulation of stress-
protection factors such as chaperones by HSF-1 and FOXO is required 
for the lifespan-extending effect of mutations in the insulin and insulin-
like growth factor I (IGF-I) receptor pathway. Autophagy, a process 
required for the recycling of organelles and the removal of large protein 
aggregates, is also necessary for lifespan extension and youthfulness 
in C. elegans. Autophagy is downregulated by the mammalian target 
of rapamycin (TOR) kinase when nutrients are plentiful99 and is 
upregulated by FOXO81. Dietary restriction, which extends lifespan in 
model organisms, is also coupled with HSF-1 and FOXO activation81,100.

BOX 1

Signalling pathways in proteostasis and ageing
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into toxic species whereas others are degraded, how the composition 
of the proteosome changes during ageing, what the signature of a 
youthful proteome is, and how we can find ways to maintain it for 
longer as we age. Addressing these and related issues not only offers 
great opportunities for intervention with numerous, currently incurable 
diseases but will also eventually reveal the fundamentally important 
relationship between proteostasis and longevity. ■
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Abstract

The biological functions of proteins are governed by their three-
dimensional fold. Protein folding, maintenance of proteome integrity,
and protein homeostasis (proteostasis) critically depend on a complex
network of molecular chaperones. Disruption of proteostasis is impli-
cated in aging and the pathogenesis of numerous degenerative diseases.
In the cytosol, different classes of molecular chaperones cooperate in
evolutionarily conserved folding pathways. Nascent polypeptides in-
teract cotranslationally with a first set of chaperones, including trigger
factor and the Hsp70 system, which prevent premature (mis)folding.
Folding occurs upon controlled release of newly synthesized proteins
from these factors or after transfer to downstream chaperones such as
the chaperonins. Chaperonins are large, cylindrical complexes that pro-
vide a central compartment for a single protein chain to fold unimpaired
by aggregation. This review focuses on recent advances in understand-
ing the mechanisms of chaperone action in promoting and regulating
protein folding and on the pathological consequences of protein mis-
folding and aggregation.
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Molecular
chaperone: any
protein that interacts
with and aids in the
folding or assembly of
another protein
without being part of
its final structure

Proteostasis: the
state of balanced
proteome found in
healthy cells

Amyloid:
disease-associated,
fibrillar aggregates
with cross-β structure
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INTRODUCTION

The successful execution of cellular processes
depends on the coordinated interactions of pro-
teins. In humans, an estimated 20,000 to 25,000
different proteins are responsible for most as-
pects of biological function. Following synthe-
sis on ribosomes as linear sequences of amino
acids, the vast majority of proteins must fold
into well-defined three-dimensional structures
(their native states) to attain functionality. Al-
though some newly translated proteins are able
to fold spontaneously, a substantial fraction of
proteins are less efficient at folding and vulner-
able to misfolding, a problem exacerbated by
the highly crowded cellular environment (1). In

particular, large proteins with complex struc-
tures may expose hydrophobic amino acid
residues to the solvent during folding, render-
ing them susceptible to nonnative (off-pathway)
interactions that lead to aggregation (2, 3). To
counteract these nonnative interactions, cells
have a network of molecular chaperones that
assist in de novo folding and maintain preexist-
ing proteins in their native states (4–7). A key
role of molecular chaperones is preventing pro-
tein aggregation, especially under conditions of
cellular stress. Moreover, the molecular chaper-
one network functions in diverse aspects of pro-
tein quality control, including protein unfold-
ing and disaggregation and targeting terminally
misfolded proteins for proteolytic degradation.

Imbalances in protein homeostasis (pro-
teostasis) are observed in an increasing number
of disease states, emphasizing the importance
of cellular protein quality control (8). The
predominant feature of these disorders is pro-
tein misfolding as manifested by the formation
of intracellular and/or extracellular deposits
of aggregated proteins. Examples include the
formation of intracellular inclusions containing
aggregated α-synuclein in Parkinson’s disease
or huntingtin in Huntington’s disease, as
well as the extracellular β-amyloid plaques
in Alzheimer’s disease (9). Deficiencies in
proteostasis are also observed in many other
age-related diseases, such as type II diabetes, pe-
ripheral amyloidosis, cancer, and cardiovascular
diseases. Indeed, studies using model organisms
demonstrate that a gradual decline in cellular
proteostasis capacity occurs with aging (10).

Here, we review recent advances in under-
standing the role of molecular chaperones in
protein folding and proteostasis maintenance.
We focus our discussion on the cytosolic
chaperone networks and the pathological con-
sequences of their disruption. For a discussion
of protein folding in the secretory pathway and
the folding of membrane proteins, we refer the
reader to recent reviews (11, 12, 13).

Protein Folding and Aggregation

The folded three-dimensional structures of
most proteins represent a compromise between
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Protein folding: the
process by which the
extended, newly
synthesized
polypeptide chain
collapses into its
functional
three-dimensional
conformation

thermodynamic stability and the conforma-
tional flexibility required for function. Conse-
quently, proteins are often marginally stable in
their physiological environment and thus sus-
ceptible to misfolding and aggregation (2, 3). In
addition, a substantial fraction of proteins in eu-
karyotic cells (∼30%) are classified as intrinsi-
cally unstructured and contain regions thought
to adopt ordered structure only upon interac-
tion with binding partners (14). Such proteins
may be metastable and prone to aggregation.

The pioneering studies of Anfinsen re-
vealed that small denatured proteins refold
spontaneously in vitro, demonstrating that
the three-dimensional structure of a protein is
encoded in its amino acid sequence (2, 3). Much
progress in recent years has helped us under-
stand how exactly the linear sequence of amino
acids encodes the native state of a protein and
directs its folding process. Because the number
of possible conformations a protein chain can
adopt is very large, folding reactions are highly
complex and heterogeneous, relying on the
cooperation of multiple weak, noncovalent
interactions. Among these, hydrophobic forces
are critical in driving chain collapse and the
burial of nonpolar amino acid residues within
the interior of the folding protein. Polypeptide
chains are thought to explore funnel-shaped
potential energy surfaces as they progress to-
ward the native structure along several downhill
paths rather than a single defined pathway
(Figure 1) (2). Rapid chain collapse and the
incremental formation of native contacts limit
the conformational space that must be searched
en route to the native state. However, the
rugged free-energy surface navigated during
folding often requires molecules to cross sub-
stantial kinetic barriers. As a result, kinetically
trapped folding intermediates and misfolded
states may be transiently populated. Misfolded
states are characterized by the presence of
nonnative interactions that must be resolved
prior to correct folding. Productive folding
intermediates may display a high degree of
configurational flexibility, increasing the search
time required for the formation of native intra-
chain contacts. The propensity of proteins to

Folding
intermediates

Native
state

Partially
folded
states

Amorphous
aggregates

Oligomers

Chaperones

Unfolded

Chaperones

E
n

e
rg

y

Intramolecular contacts Intermolecular contacts

Amyloid fibrils

Figure 1
Competing reactions of protein folding and aggregation. Proteins fold by
sampling various conformations in a folding energy landscape. Energetically
favorable intramolecular interactions ( green) are stabilized as the protein
progresses on a downhill path through the landscape toward the native state.
Energetically favorable but nonnative conformations result in populations of
kinetically trapped states that occupy low-energy wells (partially folded states
or misfolded states). Chaperones assist these states in overcoming free energy
barriers and prevent intermolecular interactions (red ) leading to aggregation
(amorphous aggregates, β-sheet-rich oligomers, and amyloid fibrils), thus
promoting folding to the native state. Figure adapted and modified from
References 17 and 237.

populate such entropically stabilized interme-
diates increases with larger, more topologically
complex domain folds that are stabilized by
many long-range interactions (such as α/β
domain architectures). Such proteins are often
highly chaperone dependent (15).

Partially folded or misfolded states typically
expose hydrophobic amino acid residues and
regions of unstructured polypeptide backbone
to the solvent, the features that mediate aggre-
gation in a concentration-dependent manner
(Figure 1) (9, 16). Although aggregation
primarily leads to amorphous structures largely
driven by hydrophobic forces, it may also lead to
the formation of amyloid-like fibrils (Figure 1).
These fibrillar aggregates are characterized by
β-strands that run perpendicular to the long
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fibril axis (cross-β structure) and are associated
with diseases of aberrant protein folding. Many
proteins can adopt these highly ordered, ther-
modynamically stable structures in vitro, but
molecular chaperones restrict their formation
in vivo (9, 16, 17). The formation of soluble
oligomeric intermediates often accompanies
the formation of fibrillar aggregates (Figure 1).
The pronounced toxicity of these less-ordered
and rather heterogeneous forms likely corre-
lates with the exposure of interaction-prone hy-
drophobic surfaces, which in the fibril are inte-
grated into a compact cross-β core (18). We can
view certain oligomers as kinetically trapped
intermediates that must undergo considerable
structural rearrangement to form fibrils, the
thermodynamic end state of aggregation
(Figure 1). The relative impact of fibrillar and
oligomeric aggregates on proteostasis and cell
health is currently under intense investigation.

Protein Folding In Vivo

Attempts to understand protein folding in
vivo must take into consideration the dramatic
differences in physical properties that exist
between the cellular environment and the
conditions of test-tube refolding (19, 20).
Compared with the dilute conditions in vitro,
the cellular environment is highly crowded,
containing concentrations of 300–400 mg
ml−1 of protein and other macromolecules
(1, 21). Macromolecular crowding results in
excluded volume effects, limiting the entropic
freedom of the folding polypeptide chains
and favoring compact nonnative states (1,
22). In addition, macromolecular crowding
enhances protein aggregation (amorphous and
fibrillar) by increasing the affinities between
interacting macromolecules including folding
intermediates (1).

Protein folding in vivo is further compli-
cated by its coupling with translation and by the
fact that many newly synthesized polypeptides
must be transported into subcellular compart-
ments, such as the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
or the mitochondria (23), prior to folding.
The vectorial translation process from the N

terminus to C terminus places considerable
restrictions on the energy landscape of in vivo
folding (24, 25). The exit tunnel of the large ri-
bosomal subunit, ∼100 Å long and ∼20 Å wide,
precludes folding beyond the formation of
α-helices or small tertiary structural elements
that may begin to form near the tunnel exit (26–
29). Thus, the C-terminal 30–40 amino acid
residues of the nascent chain cannot participate
in the long-range interactions necessary for
cooperative domain folding. Consequently,
productive folding is delayed until a com-
plete protein domain (∼50–300 amino acid
residues), or substantial segments thereof, has
emerged from the ribosome (30–35). Whereas
single-domain proteins complete folding
posttranslationally (after chain termination and
release from the ribosome), proteins consisting
of multiple domains may fold cotranslationally
as the domains emerge sequentially from the
ribosome. Sequential folding of the domains
prevents the formation of unproductive inter-
mediates resulting from nonnative interactions
between concomitantly folding domains (36,
37). For the multidomain protein firefly
luciferase, sequential domain folding results in
a dramatic acceleration of folding speed (6, 7,
36). The slower translation speed in eukaryotes
(∼4 amino acids s−1) compared with bacteria
(∼20 amino acids s−1) (38), together with
evolutionary adaptations of the chaperone ma-
chinery, may facilitate cotranslational folding
for domains with slower folding kinetics and
thus may have contributed to the explosive evo-
lution of multidomain proteins in eukaryotes.
Although domain size was conserved during
evolution, the average size of proteins increased
from ∼35 kDa in bacteria such as Escherichia
coli to ∼52 kDa in humans (36). Translational
pausing may also enhance the efficiency of co-
translation folding, but the significance of this
phenomenon in vivo is still under investigation
(34, 39–42).

The fastest translation speeds are slow
compared with the rapid kinetics of folding
observed for small protein domains in vitro,
some of which fold on the microsecond to
millisecond timescale (2, 3). A nascent chain
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Assembly: the
association of two or
more protein
molecules in a
functional complex

of average length (∼300 amino acid residues
in E. coli ) will be exposed on the ribosome
in an unfolded state for ∼15 s, during which
it may engage in nonnative intra- and inter-
chain interactions. Contrary to the previous
belief that polysomes enhance aggregation
by increasing the local concentration of
nascent chains, recent studies suggest that the
three-dimensional organization of individual
ribosomes in polysomes maximizes the distance
between nascent chains, thus reducing the
probability of unproductive interactions (43).

THE MOLECULAR CHAPERONE
CONCEPT

We define a molecular chaperone as any pro-
tein that interacts with and aids in the folding
or assembly of another protein without being
part of its final structure (4). Chaperones are
classified into different groups on the basis of
sequence homology. Many are stress proteins
or heat shock proteins (Hsps), as their synthesis
is induced under conditions of stress (e.g., heat
shock or oxidative stress), which structurally
destabilize a subset of cellular proteins. Mem-
bers of the various groups of chaperones were
initially named according to their molecular
weight: Hsp40s, Hsp60s, Hsp70s, Hsp90s,
Hsp100s, and the small Hsps. Besides their
fundamental role in de novo protein folding,
chaperones are involved in various aspects of
proteome maintenance, including assistance
in macromolecular complex assembly, protein
transport and degradation, and aggregate
dissociation and refolding of stress-denatured
proteins.

Chaperone-Mediated Folding
by Kinetic Partitioning

Chaperones that function broadly in de novo
folding and refolding (i.e., the chaperonins,
Hsp70s, and Hsp90s) are ATP regulated and
recognize segments of exposed hydropho-
bic amino acid residues, which are later
buried in the interior of the natively folded
protein. Binding to hydrophobic segments

enables these chaperones to recognize the
nonnative states of many different proteins.
Folding is then promoted during ATP- and
cochaperone-regulated cycles of binding and
release of nonnative protein (Figure 2). In this
mechanism of kinetic partitioning, (re)binding
to chaperones blocks aggregation and reduces

Aggregate

NativePartially folded Unfolded

Chaperone

Kon Kon

Collapse

Kagg

Koff

ATP

ADP + Pi

Kfold

Figure 2
Molecular chaperones promote protein folding through kinetic partitioning.
Under physiological conditions, the unfolded state of a protein undergoes rapid
collapse to a partially folded, compact intermediate. Although chain collapse
restricts the conformational space that must be searched en route to the native
state, the collapsed folding intermediates are often aggregation-prone,
kinetically trapped states. Many molecular chaperones switch between high-
and low-affinity states for unfolded and partially folded proteins in a manner
regulated by ATP binding and hydrolysis. Folding proceeds efficiently when
the folding rate constant (Kfold) is greater than the rate constants for chaperone
binding (Kon) and aggregation (Kagg). Binding or rebinding of nonnative
protein to chaperone allows kinetic partitioning, preventing aggregation and
favoring folding. When Kon is greater than Kfold, the chaperone system
functions as a holdase, stabilizing the protein in a nonaggregated state for
transfer to other chaperone systems or for degradation. During exposure to
conformational stress, Kagg becomes greater than Kon, resulting in aggregation
unless the cell upregulates its chaperone capacity through stress response
pathways. Koff is the rate constant for protein release from chaperone and Pi is
inorganic phosphate. Figure adapted and modified from Reference 38.
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Stress proteins:
cellular proteins whose
expression is induced
or increased under
conditions of
conformational stress;
not all molecular
chaperones are stress
proteins

Aggregate: the
association of two or
more protein
molecules in a
nonfunctional state

Chaperonin: a class of
structurally related
molecular chaperones
forming large,
double-ring complexes
that transiently enclose
substrate protein for
folding

TF: trigger factor

NAC: nascent-chain-
associated
complex

Nascent polypeptide:
the polypeptide chain
emerging from the
ribosome during
translation

RAC:
ribosome-associated
complex

the concentration of free folding intermediates,
whereas transient release of bound hydropho-
bic regions is necessary for folding to proceed
(Figure 2). ATP-independent chaperones,
such as the small Hsps, may function as
additional holdases that buffer aggregation.
Efficient folding is achieved when the rate of
folding is faster than the rates of aggregation
or chaperone rebinding. If folding is slower,
then the protein may be transferred to a
chaperone system with different mechanistic
properties, as exemplified by the sequential
cooperation between Hsp70 chaperones and
the cylindrical chaperonins (discussed below).
Alternatively, transfer to the degradation
machinery may occur. Aggregation occurs if
the concentration of folding intermediates
exceeds the available chaperone capacity. Such
a situation generally results in the induction
of the cellular stress response, which increases
the abundance of stress-regulated chaperones.

Role in Protein Evolution

The general function of chaperones in assisting
protein folding is significant in facilitating
the structural evolution of proteins. By
maintaining nonnative proteins in a soluble,
folding-competent state, chaperones are
thought to buffer mutations in proteins that
would otherwise preclude their folding, thus
broadening the range of mutant proteins
subject to Darwinian selection (44, 45). After
selection of a mutant protein with favorable
functional properties, secondary mutations may
improve its folding efficiency and solubility,
allowing the protein to become less chaperone
dependent and increase in abundance. Interest-
ingly, proteins that depend highly on a specific
chaperone system, such as the E. coli chaperonin
GroEL, are of less than average abundance
and often have nonessential functions (15).
Conversely, highly abundant proteins with es-
sential functions tend to be less dependent on a
specific chaperone and may use multiple chap-
erone systems to optimize folding yield (46).
Notable exceptions include the photosynthetic
enzyme ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase

oxygenase (RuBisCO) as well as the cytoskele-
tal proteins actin and tubulin. Although highly
abundant, these proteins are obligate substrates
of the chaperonin system for folding (4, 6).
Presumably, RuBisCO, actin, and tubulin re-
side in an evolutionarily trapped state in which
further mutations that reduce chaperonin
dependence are incompatible with function.

CHAPERONE PATHWAYS IN
THE CYTOSOL

The general organization of cytosolic chaper-
one pathways is highly conserved throughout
evolution (Figure 3). In all domains of life
(bacteria, archaea, and eukarya), ribosome-
binding chaperones [e.g., trigger factor (TF),
nascent-chain-associated complex (NAC), and
specialized Hsp70s] interact first with the
nascent polypeptide, followed by a second
tier of chaperones without direct affinity for
the ribosome (the classical Hsp70 system).
Folding may begin cotranslationally and finish
posttranslationally upon chain release from
the ribosome or after transfer to downstream
chaperones (e.g., the chaperonins and Hsp90
system) (Figure 3). Recent system-wide and
bioinformatic approaches identified the sub-
strate interactome of several major chaperones,
revealing the cooperative organization of the
chaperone network (15, 47–57).

Chaperone Action on the Ribosome

As discussed above, the nascent polypep-
tide chain is topologically restricted until a
complete protein domain is synthesized and
emerges from the ribosomal tunnel. Ribosome-
binding chaperones prevent emerging nascent
chains from engaging in unfavorable intra- and
intermolecular interactions during translation,
typically by shielding exposed hydrophobic
segments. The ribosome-associated molec-
ular chaperones include TF (in prokaryotes)
and specialized Hsp70 complexes such as
ribosome-associated complex (RAC; in Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae), MPP11 and Hsp70L1
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~70%

~20%

~10–15%

mRNA

TF

DnaK

DnaJNascent
chain

Thermosome

a  Bacteria b  Archaea c  Eukarya

Ribosome

+GrpE (NEF)
+ATP

TRiC/CCT

Fungi

+NEF
+ATP

Hsp90

+Cofactors   
+ATP

+NEF
+ATP

+HOP
+ATP

~10–15%
~5–10%

NAC

PFD NAC

Hsp70 Hsp40
PFD

RAC

Ssb

Zuotin
Ssz1

GroEL

GroES

N

N

N N

N

N
N

Figure 3
Organization of chaperone pathways in the cytosol. In bacteria (a), archaea (b), and eukarya (c), ribosome-bound chaperones [trigger
factor (TF) in bacteria, nascent-chain-associated complex (NAC) in archaea and eukarya] aid folding cotranslationally by binding to
hydrophobic segments on the emerging nascent chains. For longer nascent chains, members of the heat shock protein (Hsp)70 family
(DnaK in bacteria and Hsp70 in eukarya), together with Hsp40s and nucleotide exchange factors (NEFs), mediate co- and
posttranslational folding. In archaea lacking the Hsp70 system, prefoldin (PFD) assists in folding downstream of NAC. Partially folded
substrates may be transferred to the chaperonins [GroEL-GroES in bacteria, thermosome in archaea, and tailless complex
polypeptide-1 (TCP-1) ring complex (TRiC)/chaperonin-containing TCP-1 (CCT) in eukarya]. The Hsp90 system also receives its
substrates from heat shock cognate 70 (Hsc70) and mediates their folding with additional cofactors. The insert in panel c shows the
ribosome-binding chaperone system, the ribosome-associated complex (RAC), in fungi. RAC consists of Ssz1 (a specialized Hsp70) and
zuotin (Hsp40) and assists nascent chain folding together with another Hsp70 isoform, Ssb. Percentages indicate the approximate
protein flux through the various chaperones. Figure adapted and modified from Reference 7.

(in mammals), and NAC (in archaea and
eukaryotes) (Figure 3) (17, 58, 59).

TF binds to the large ribosomal subunit
at the opening of the ribosomal exit tunnel
(60–62) and interacts with most newly syn-
thesized cytosolic proteins as well as a subset
of secretory proteins (55, 56, 58, 59). In vitro,
TF binds to nascent chains as short as ∼60
amino acid residues, presumably when the first
hydrophobic segment of the chain has emerged
(58, 63). In vivo, TF preferentially binds ribo-
somes when nascent chains have reached ∼100
amino acids in length (55), thereby permitting
prior interactions of ribosome-binding target-
ing factors (e.g., signal recognition particle)

(64, 65) and modifying enzymes (e.g., peptide
deformylase) (66) with the nascent chains.
Release of TF from the nascent chain is ATP
independent and permits folding or polypep-
tide transfer to downstream chaperones such as
DnaK, the major Hsp70 in bacteria. Although
the combined deletion of the genes encoding
TF and DnaK is lethal at temperatures above
30◦C, E. coli cells tolerate individual deletions
of TF or DnaK, indicating that these proteins
are functionally redundant (56, 58, 67).

In eukaryotes, RAC and NAC may fulfill
a role similar to TF, although they are not
structurally related to TF. RAC comprises the
Hsp70-like protein Ssz1 (also known as Pdr13)
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NEF: nucleotide
exchange factor

TRiC: tailless
complex polypeptide-1
ring complex

and the Hsp70 cochaperone zuotin (Hsp40)
(Figure 3c) (58, 59, 68–71). In fungi, RAC
cooperates with ribosome-binding isoforms of
Hsp70, Ssb1, or Ssb2. NAC, a heterodimeric
complex of α- (33 kDa) and β- (22 kDa) sub-
units, also associates with ribosomes (via the β-
subunit) and short nascent chains (54, 59, 72,
73). The exact role of NAC in folding or protein
quality control is not established. In yeast, NAC
function appears to be partially redundant with
that of Ssb (71), reminiscent of the interplay be-
tween TF and DnaK in bacteria. Both Ssb-RAC
and NAC may have a role in ribosome biogen-
esis (71). Archaea have a homolog of α-NAC.

Chaperones Acting Downstream
of the Ribosome

In bacteria and eukaryotic cells, the classical
Hsp70s have a central role in the cytosolic
chaperone network (6, 17). They interact with
a multitude of nascent and newly synthesized
polypeptides but have no direct affinity for
the ribosome (56, 74). The nascent-chain-
interacting Hsp70 chaperones include DnaK in
bacteria and some archaea, Ssa1–4 in yeast, and
the constitutively expressed heat shock cognate
70 (Hsc70) in metazoan and mammalian
cells (4, 58). Hsp70 chaperones function with
cochaperones of the Hsp40 family (also known
as DnaJ proteins or J proteins) and nucleotide
exchange factors (NEFs) (Figure 3) (75). In
addition to protecting nascent chains against
aberrant interactions, the Hsp70-Hsp40
chaperone systems assist folding co- or post-
translationally through ATP-regulated cycles
of substrate binding and release (by kinetic
partitioning; Figure 2) and mediate polypep-
tide chain transfer to downstream chaperones.
Remarkably, most species of archaea lack the
Hsp70 chaperone system. The chaperone
prefoldin (also known as the Gim complex,
GimC) may substitute for Hsp70 in these cases
(7). Prefoldin, a hexamer of ∼14–23 kDa α-
and β-subunits with long α-helical coiled coils,
binds in an ATP-independent manner to cer-
tain nascent chains and mediates their transfer
to the cylindrical chaperonin complex for the

final stages of folding. In eukaryotes, prefoldin
participates in the chaperonin-assisted folding
of actin and tubulin (6, 7).

Proteins that are unable to utilize Hsp70
for folding are transferred to the chaperonin or
the Hsp90 system. Chaperonins (also referred
to as Hsp60s) are large double-ring complexes
of 800–1,000 kDa with a central cavity, which
permits protein molecules to fold in an isolated
compartment protected from the aggregation-
promoting cytosol (Figure 3) (4, 5). The chap-
eronins are structurally classified into group
I and group II (76, 77). Group I chaperonins
include GroEL in bacteria, Hsp60 in mito-
chondria, and Cpn60 in chloroplasts. They co-
operate with lid-shaped cochaperones (GroES,
Hsp10, Cpn10/20) to encapsulate substrates.
The group II chaperonins include the archaeal
thermosome and its eukaryotic homolog tailless
complex polypeptide-1 (TCP-1) ring complex
(TRiC), also known as chaperonin-containing
TCP-1 (CCT), which have a built-in lid.
GroEL-GroES assist folding posttranslation-
ally, whereas TRiC may assist folding co-
and posttranslationally (6). TRiC binds to
nascent chains and cooperates with Hsp70
in the cotranslational folding of multidomain
proteins (78). Investigators have demonstrated
a direct interaction between Hsp70 and TRiC
(79). The chaperonins interact with 10–15% of
newly synthesized polypeptides in bacteria and
archaea (15, 52, 53) and 5–10% in eukarya (50).
The obligate substrates of GroEL typically
include proteins with complex domain folds,
which tend to populate kinetically trapped fold-
ing intermediates (15, 53). Established TRiC
substrates include the cytoskeletal proteins
actin and tubulin as well as several proteins
with β-propellers/WD40 repeats (49, 50).

In the eukaryotes, many signaling pro-
teins are transferred from Hsp70 to the
ATP-dependent Hsp90 chaperone system for
completion of folding and conformational
regulation (Figure 3c) (45, 48, 80). Examples
of Hsp90-mediated conformational regulation
include nuclear hormone receptors, which
Hsp90 stabilizes in a conformation poised for
hormone binding and activation. Substrate
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PPIase:
peptidylprolyl cis/trans
isomerase

transfer to Hsp90 is mediated by the Hsp90
organizing protein (HOP; also known as Sti1
and p60), which uses multiple tetratricopeptide
repeat (TPR) domains to bridge Hsp70 and
Hsp90 (81). Various cochaperones facilitate
the interaction of Hsp90 with steroid hormone
receptors and multiple protein kinases (45, 48).
Accordingly, Hsp90 affects many key cellular
processes, including cell cycle progression,
steroid signaling, calcium signaling, protein
trafficking, protein secretion, the immune re-
sponse, and the heat shock response (HSR) (45,
48, 82). Pharmacologic inhibition of Hsp90
with geldanamycin and derivatives results in
the downregulation of many kinases (83) and is
in clinical development for cancer therapy (84).

The molecular chaperone network is
central to cellular protein quality control
through its involvement in the conformational
maintenance of proteins, the dissociation of
aggregates, and the degradation of misfolded
proteins. In yeast and other fungi, the cytosolic
Hsp70 system cooperates with the AAA+
(ATPases associated with various cellular
activities) chaperone Hsp104 in dissociating
and refolding aggregated proteins. Hsp104 is
homologous to bacterial ClpB, which functions
with DnaK in protein disaggregation (85). Var-
ious cochaperones of Hsp70 and Hsp90 escort
terminally misfolded proteins to the protein
degradation machinery (ubiquitin-proteasome
system or autophagy) (86).

CHAPERONE PARADIGMS

Research has defined several mechanistic
paradigms of chaperone function in protein
folding. In the following sections we discuss
TF as an ATP-independent chaperone as well
as the Hsp70 system, the chaperonins, and
Hsp90 as ATP-dependent paradigms. Struc-
tural and functional data strongly support the
mechanistic models of each of these systems.

Trigger Factor

Bacterial TF is an abundant ∼50 kDa protein
that binds to ribosomes and interacts with most
nascent polypeptides (7, 55, 56, 59, 63, 87,

88). The crystal structure of E. coli TF reveals
an elongated structure consisting of three
domains, an N-terminal ribosome-binding
domain, a peptidylprolyl cis/trans isomerase
(PPIase) domain, and a C-terminal domain
(positioned between the N-terminal and PPI-
ase domains) (Figure 4a) (61). The N-terminal

N-terminal domain
(ribosome binding)

C-terminal domain
(primary nascent chain 
binding site)

PPIase domain
(peptidylprolyl isomerase
activity; nascent chain binding)

a

b

TF dimer

TF

mRNA

Ribosome

Nascent
chain

Native

Downstream
chaperone
systems

N

C

P

FRK

Figure 4
Structure and functional cycle of trigger factor (TF). (a) Structure of TF. The
N-terminal domain of TF (magenta) contains the Phe-Arg-Lys (FRK)
ribosome-binding loop and connects by a long linker to the peptidylprolyl
cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) domain (blue). The C-terminal domain ( green) is in
the center of the protein and provides the main binding site for the nascent
chain substrate [Protein Data Bank (PDB) 1W26]. (b) TF reaction cycle. Free
TF exists in the cytosol as a dimer in rapid equilibrium with monomers.
Monomeric TF binds to ribosomes with translating nascent chains.
Hydrophobic sequence motifs in the nascent chain regulate TF-nascent chain
interaction. Binding to the elongating nascent chain may persist as TF
dissociates from the ribosome (with t1/2 ∼ 10 s) (63), allowing a second TF
molecule to bind to the ribosome at the polypeptide exit site. Concurrent with
release from TF, the newly synthesized polypeptide folds into its native state or
is transferred to downstream chaperones.
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NBD:
nucleotide-binding
domain

SBD:
substrate-binding
domain

domain mediates binding of monomeric TF
to the large ribosomal subunit at proteins L23
and L29 in close proximity to the polypeptide
exit site (60, 61, 89, 90). L23 is essential for TF
binding and is thought to signal the progression
of the nascent chain through the ribosomal
exit tunnel (89), whereas L29 has an auxiliary
function (60). The PPIase domain connects
to the N domain via a long linker and is most
distal to the ribosome docking site. It belongs
to the family of FK506 binding proteins and
recognizes stretches of eight amino acids that
are enriched in basic and aromatic residues
(7). Studies have measured PPIase activity in
vitro, but its contribution to folding in vivo has
remained unclear, as the domain is dispensable
for TF function (59, 67, 91, 92). Cross-linking
experiments showed that the PPIase domain
interacts with longer nascent chains, pre-
sumably representing an auxiliary substrate
recognition site (62, 87). The centrally located
C-terminal domain is structurally similar to
the N-terminal domain of the periplasmic
chaperone SurA and provides the primary
binding site for the nascent chain (87, 93).

Cells contain an excess of TF compared
with ribosomes; the non-ribosome-bound
fraction is in rapid monomer-dimer equilib-
rium (Figure 4b) (63, 94). TF monomer aids
de novo folding through ATP-independent
cycles of binding and release from both the
ribosome and the nascent chain. Binding to the
ribosome (mean residence time of ∼10–15 s) is
a prerequisite for interaction with the nascent
chain. The disposition of the bound peptide
to bury hydrophobic regions during folding
likely drives the eventual release of TF from
the nascent chain. Accordingly, TF slows
hydrophobic chain collapse and delays co-
translational folding (37, 95, 96). Furthermore
TF may remain bound to certain polypeptides
after their release from the ribosome, which
is consistent with a role for TF as a holdase
in ribosome assembly (97, 98). Several studies
indicate that TF retains a high degree of
conformational flexibility on the ribosome
during interactions with the emerging nascent
chain (62, 63, 89, 90). This flexibility likely

enables TF to accommodate a wide range of
polypeptides (63, 88). Although it primarily
binds hydrophobic chain segments (63, 88),
TF also interacts with small basic proteins,
including many ribosomal proteins (56, 88, 98).

The Hsp70 System

Hsp70 chaperones are a ubiquitous class of
proteins. They are involved in a wide range
of protein quality control functions, including
de novo protein folding, refolding of stress-
denatured proteins, protein transport, mem-
brane translocation, and protein degradation.

Structure and reaction cycle. Hsp70 consists
of an N-terminal nucleotide-binding domain
(NBD) and a C-terminal substrate-binding
domain (SBD) connected by a highly conserved
hydrophobic linker region (Figure 5a). The
N-terminal domain has an actin-like fold; it
consists of two lobes, each containing two
subdomains, with the nucleotide-binding cleft
situated in between (5, 99). The SBD consists
of a β-sandwich subdomain and an α-helical
lid with the substrate binding site located in the
β-sandwich subdomain (5). The SBD binds
to 5–7-residue peptide segments enriched in
hydrophobic amino acids and typically flanked
by positively charged residues. The peptide
binds in an extended conformation mediated by
hydrogen bonds between the SBD and the pep-
tide backbone and by van der Waals contacts
with the hydrophobic side chains (5, 100).

Conformational changes in the NBD upon
ATP binding and hydrolysis are allosterically
coupled to the SBD, regulating peptide bind-
ing and release. Binding of ATP to the NBD
triggers the attachment of the hydrophobic
interdomain linker and the α-helical lid of the
SBD to the NBD, which opens the peptide
binding pocket (101, 111), as initially revealed
in structures of the Hsp70 homolog Hsp110
(Figure 5a) (103–105). Hydrolysis of ATP to
ADP triggers the detachment of the lid from
the NBD and the closing of the SBD; NBD and
SBD are loosely held together by the linker in a
dynamic random coil conformation (106, 107).
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Linker
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(NRLLLTG)
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ADP
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α-helical
lid 
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IIB
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IIA

a
Open state:

ATP

β-sandwich
domain 

α-helical
lid 

b

ADP
Closed

Hsp40

Nonnative
protein
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+ATP
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for substrate
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chaperone
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Figure 5
Structure and functional cycle of Hsp70. (a) Structure of Hsp70. Hsp70 consists of two domains,
the nucleotide-binding domain (NBD) and the substrate-binding domain (SBD), connected by a
conserved linker. The closed state of Escherichia coli DnaK (left; PDB 2KHO) was solved using a combination
of solution nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy and crystal structures of the individual domains (106).
The structure illustrates the ADP-bound NBD separated by a linker from the SBD. The α-helical lid of the
SBD is closed over the substrate peptide (NRLLLTG) bound in the pocket of the β-sandwich domain.
The open state is illustrated by the crystal structure of ATP-bound Sse1 (yeast Hsp110; right; PDB 2QXL).
The β-sandwich domain contacts subdomain IA of the NBD, whereas the α-helical lid contacts subdomains
IA and IB. (b) Reaction cycle. ATP binding to the NBD stabilizes the open state of Hsp70, facilitating
the binding of substrate protein recruited to Hsp70 by Hsp40 cochaperone. The open state has fast on and
off rates for substrate peptide. Hsp40 stimulates ATP hydrolysis on Hsp70, resulting in the closing of the
SBD α-helical lid over the bound substrate peptide. The closed state has slow on and off rates for substrate
peptide. NEFs stimulate the release of ADP from the NBD, and ATP binding causes substrate release.
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Details of this allosteric mechanism are under
intense investigation (108). The ATP-bound
open state has high on and off rates for peptide
substrate, whereas the ADP-bound closed state
has low on and off rates (Figure 5b) (5, 100).
In turn, substrate binding increases the rate of
ATP hydrolysis (109–111). Substrate release
allows folding (i.e., the burial of hydrophobic
residues) to proceed. Proteins unable to fold
rapidly upon dissociation from Hsp70 may
rebind, transfer to downstream chaperones, or
be transferred to the degradation machinery.

Cochaperones. Hsp40 ( J protein) and NEF
cochaperones regulate the Hsp70 reaction cy-
cle (38, 100). The Hsp40 proteins constitute
a large family with more than 40 members in
humans (75). All of them contain a J domain,
which binds to the N-terminal ATPase domain
of Hsp70 and the adjacent linker region (112,
113). Canonical Hsp40s (members of classes I
and II) function as chaperones independently
and recruit Hsp70 to nonnative substrate pro-
teins. Other Hsp40s (class III) are more diverse
and combine the J domain with a variety of
functional modules (75, 114, 115). The interac-
tion with Hsp70 strongly stimulates (>1,000-
fold) the hydrolysis of Hsp70-bound ATP to
ADP, resulting in stable substrate binding by
Hsp70 in the closed conformation (38, 100).
Subsequent binding of an NEF to the NBD of
Hsp70 catalyzes the exchange of ADP to ATP,
opening the SBD and thereby triggering sub-
strate release (Figure 5b).

Bacteria have one Hsp70 NEF, GrpE,
whereas eukaryotic cells contain several struc-
turally unrelated families of NEFs, including
the Bcl-2-associated athanogene (BAG) domain
proteins, HspBP1 and Hsp110 proteins (116–
119). Crystal structures of Hsp70-NEF com-
plexes suggest that all NEFs, except HspBP1,
stabilize the Hsp70 NBD in a conformation
with an open nucleotide-binding cleft (104,
105, 120–123). The most abundant and ubiq-
uitous eukaryotic NEFs are the Hsp110 pro-
teins, which are structurally related to Hsp70
(103–105). Hsp110 may function as holdases for
nonnative proteins and cooperate with Hsp70

and Hsp40 in protein disaggregation (104, 124,
125).

Proper regulation of the ATPase cycle is
crucial for efficient Hsp70 function. Hsp40 and
NEF proteins are present at lower levels relative
to their partner Hsp70. They provide a means
of diversifying Hsp70 function and establish
substrate specificities for the Hsp70 machinery.
For example, the human genome encodes 41
different J-domain proteins compared with 11
Hsp70s and 13 NEFs (75). Interestingly, inacti-
vating mutations in the NEF Sil1 cause the neu-
rodegenerative disease Marinesco-Sjögren syn-
drome, which highlights the critical importance
of the nucleotide exchange function (126, 127).

The Chaperonin System

Chaperonins are large double-ring complexes
of 7–9 ∼60 kDa subunits per ring. They are
unique among molecular chaperones in that
they encapsulate their substrate proteins, one
molecule at a time, in a central cavity for fold-
ing unimpaired by aggregation (4, 5, 17). Two
groups of distantly related chaperonins can be
distinguished (6, 76, 77).

Group I chaperonin GroEL. Group I
chaperonins are present in the bacterial cytosol
(GroEL), the mitochondrial matrix (Hsp60),
and the stroma of chloroplasts (Cpn60). They
have seven subunits per ring and are defined
by their functional requirement for lid-shaped
cochaperones (GroES in bacteria, Hsp10 in
mitochondria, and Cpn10/Cpn20 in chloro-
plasts). The GroEL-GroES system of E. coli has
been studied most extensively. The subunits of
GroEL contain an equatorial ATPase domain,
an intermediate hinge domain, and an apical do-
main (Figure 6a) (77, 100). The apical domains
form the entrance to the GroEL cavity and
expose hydrophobic amino acid residues, which
mediate substrate binding. GroEL-bound sub-
strates typically interact with multiple apical
domains (77, 128) and populate an ensem-
ble of compact and locally expanded states
that lack stable tertiary interactions, similar
to a molten globule (4, 129–131). Binding to
GroEL prevents aggregation of these flexible
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folding intermediates, and subsequent folding
depends critically on the global encapsulation
of the substrate in the chaperonin cavity by
the cochaperone GroES (7, 132–135). GroES
is a heptameric ring of ∼10 kDa subunits that
binds to the apical GroEL domains, capping
the GroEL cylinder (Figure 6a,b) (4, 77, 100).

GroEL and GroES undergo a complex
binding-and-release cycle that is allosterically
regulated by ATP binding and hydrolysis in the
GroEL subunits (Figure 6b) (4, 77, 100, 136).
Cooperative binding of ATP to GroEL initiates
a series of conformational changes that trigger
the association of GroES, followed by substrate
release from hydrophobic binding sites into a
GroES-capped, hydrophilic folding chamber
(137). Proteins up to ∼60 kDa can be encapsu-
lated and are free to fold in the cage for ∼10 s
(at 25◦C) (132), the time needed for ATP
hydrolysis in the GroES-capped ring (cis
ring). The protein substrate leaves GroEL
upon GroES dissociation, which is induced by
ATP binding in the opposite ring (trans ring)
(Figure 6b) (77). Folding intermediates still
exposing hydrophobic regions rapidly rebind
to GroEL for repeated folding cycles. The
exact coordination of the two GroEL rings
in the folding cycle is still under investigation
(138). Proteins that exceed the size limit of the
GroEL-GroES cage may utilize the Hsp70
system for folding (15, 37, 56) or undergo
cycles of binding and release from GroEL
without GroES encapsulation (77).

In addition to providing an isolated folding
environment, other mechanistic elements of
the chaperonin cycle contribute to optimizing
the rate and yield of the folding process.
Repeated events of substrate unfolding in suc-
cessive binding and release cycles may reverse
kinetically trapped states (iterative annealing)
(139, 140). Studies have documented unfolding
upon binding with Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) using fluorescence-labeled
substrate proteins (130, 140). Additionally,
some active unfolding may occur as a result
of ATP-dependent movement of the GroEL
apical domains (130, 140). However, the
significance of iterative annealing is unclear

considering that a single round of substrate
binding and encapsulation (using a single-ring
mutant of GroEL that binds GroES stably)
results in substrate protein folding with equal
efficiency and kinetics as achieved through
multiple cycles of binding and release (7, 132,
141). Whereas partial unfolding upon initial
binding may dissociate nonnative interactions
in kinetically trapped folding intermediates,
the release of protein from the GroEL apical
domains may follow a stepwise mechanism
in which less tightly bound hydrophobic
regions are released first (130). This stepwise
release may contribute to avoiding nonnative
interactions during protein collapse.

In addition (or as an alternative) to the mech-
anisms discussed above, growing experimental
and theoretical evidence suggests that the
GroEL-GroES cage promotes folding by ster-
ically confining folding intermediates (7, 132,
141–145). This model assigns an active role to
the chaperonin cage, as opposed to the view
that it functions solely as a passive aggregation-
prevention device (146). In support of the
confinement model, electron microscopy
demonstrated that substrates fully occupy the
limited volume of the GroEL-GroES cage
(134). The resulting constraints on the sub-
strate protein will inevitably affect its folding
energy landscape. Indeed, evidence shows that
encapsulation in the GroEL-GroES cage accel-
erates folding up to tenfold compared with the
rate of spontaneous folding (measured without
interference of aggregation) (7, 132, 141, 147).
In addition to steric confinement, mutational
analysis demonstrated that the charged residues
of the GroEL cavity wall are critical for the ob-
served acceleration (132, 133, 148). According
to molecular dynamics simulations, these polar
residues accumulate ordered water molecules
in their vicinity, thereby generating a local
environment in which a substrate protein may
bury exposed hydrophobic residues more effec-
tively (144). This would result in the entropic
destabilization of flexible folding intermediates
in a manner similar to the role of intramolecular
disulfide bonds in promoting the folding of se-
cretory proteins. In this context, it is interesting
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to note that oxidizing folding compartments
supporting disulfide bond formation (e.g., the
bacterial periplasm or ER) do not contain
chaperonins (141).

Obligate GroEL substrates typically have
complex α/β or α + β domain topologies,
such as the (β/α)8 TIM barrel fold (15, 46,
53), which are stabilized by many long-range
interactions. Such proteins must navigate com-
plex folding energy landscapes and overcome
entropic barriers to reach their native states
(141); hence, they may benefit from steric con-
finement during folding. Moreover, obligate
GroEL substrates often have relatively low
sequence hydrophobicity, consistent with in-
efficient hydrophobic collapse and population
of aggregation-prone intermediates that are
recognized by GroEL (46, 141, 149). Recent
evidence indicates that GroEL-GroES can also
accelerate the folding of proteins containing
trefoil-knotted structures, a complex topolog-
ical arrangement that would plausibly form
more efficiently in a confining environment
(150). Future studies are needed to define
precisely what structural properties distinguish
GroEL-dependent from GroEL-independent
proteins.

Group II chaperonin TRiC/CCT. Al-
though all chaperonins share a common
cylindrical architecture, substantial structural
differences exist between group I and group II
chaperonins (Figure 6a,c). For example, group
II chaperonins have apical protrusions that
function as a built-in lid in place of a separate
GroES-like cochaperone. Also, group II chap-
eronins contain eight or nine subunits per ring,
which are stacked directly opposite one another
in the two rings (77, 151–158). In contrast, each
of the seven subunits of group I chaperonins
interdigitates between two subunits of the
opposite ring. In many cases, group II chaper-
onins are hetero-oligomeric, containing up to
eight paralogous subunits per ring in a defined
order in the case of the eukaryotic chaperonin
TRiC (159, 160). Similar to GroEL, group II
chaperonins also cycle between open and closed
states, and substrate encapsulation is essential
for folding (161). But in contrast to GroEL,
ATP hydrolysis, not ATP binding, triggers
cavity closure, and ATP hydrolysis transition
state analogs (e.g., ADP-aluminum fluoride)
stabilize the closed state (136, 161, 162). Dur-
ing the transition to the closed state, the apical
domains of adjacent subunits undergo pairwise

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 6
Structure and function of the chaperonin systems. (a) Structure of group I chaperonin. The crystal structures of GroEL (PDB 1SS8)
(left) and the asymmetrical GroEL (7 ADP)-GroES complex (PDB 1PF9) (right) appear with GroES shown in green and one subunit of
GroEL colored to indicate its domain structure (equatorial nucleotide-binding domain in red; intermediate hinge domain in blue; and
the apical substrate and GroES-binding domain in yellow). The conformational differences between the GroEL subunits in the open
state (GroEL and trans ring of GroEL-GroES complex) and in the closed state (cis ring of GroEL-GroES complex) appear in ribbon
representations of single subunits (middle). The green spheres represent hydrophobic residues on helices 8 and 9 of the apical domain
that are involved in substrate binding in the open conformation and in GroES binding in the closed state. (b) GroEL-GroES reaction
cycle. Substrate protein as a collapsed folding intermediate is bound by the open GroEL ring of the asymmetrical GroEL-GroES
complex, shown in panel a. Binding of ATP to each of the seven GroEL subunits causes a conformational change in the apical domains,
which results in the exposure of the GroES binding residues, allowing substrate encapsulation in the cis complex. ADP and GroES
dissociate from the opposite ring (trans ring) together with the previously bound substrate. The newly encapsulated substrate is free to
fold in the GroEL cavity during the time needed to hydrolyze the seven ATP molecules bound to the cis ring (∼10 s). ATP binding
followed by GroES binding to the trans ring triggers GroES dissociation from the cis ring, releasing the substrate protein. (c) Structure
of group II chaperonin. The crystal structures of the open form of the homo-oligomeric Methanococcus maripaludis thermosome (PBD
3KFK) (left) and the closed form of TRiC/CCT (PDB 4D8Q) (right) are shown. The eight paralogous TRiC/CCT subunits appear in
different colors, showing both homotypic (blue subunits) and heterotypic contacts ( green-beige, blue-beige) between the top and bottom
rings. One subunit (CCT3 in the case of TRiC) is colored to indicate its domain structure (equatorial nucleotide-binding domain in
red; intermediate hinge domain in green; and the apical substrate-binding domain in yellow). The conformational differences between
the open and the closed state, taken from the thermosome crystal structures (PBD 3KFK for the open and PDB 3KFB for the closed
state) (middle), appear in ribbon representation. In place of a GroES-like cochaperone, the group II chaperonins have an extended apical
domain that functions as a built-in lid.
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association, resulting in intermediate structures
with pseudo-fourfold symmetry (158). Closure
is completed when the tips of the helical pro-
trusions form a mixed eight-stranded β-barrel
structure around the apical pore.

TRiC interacts with a wide range of cy-
tosolic proteins (49, 50). Prominent substrates
include actin and tubulin, which are strictly
dependent on the chaperonin for folding (4,
77). A recent crystal structure of bovine TRiC
in the open conformation bound to a folding
intermediate of tubulin suggests that the sub-
strate initially interacts with loops in the apical
and equatorial domains of the TRiC subunits
exposed toward the central cavity (157). Helical
motifs at the interface between adjacent apical
domains have also been implicated in substrate
interactions (163). Differences in binding
specificities among the different subunits may
be important in binding and folding a range
of structurally diverse proteins. Accordingly,
all eight TRiC subunits are essential in S.
cerevisiae. Interestingly, the cavity wall exhibits
a pronounced segregation of positive and
negative surface charges into opposing halves,
a feature that might be functionally important
(160). The reaction cycle of TRiC is slower
than that of GroEL, providing a substantially
longer period of protein encapsulation and
folding in the cage (164). Also, the iris-like
closing mechanism enables the encapsulation
of TRiC-dependent domains in the context
of large multidomain proteins that cannot be
encapsulated in their entirety (164a). Such a
mechanism would circumvent the size con-

straints of chaperonin-assisted folding and may
have facilitated the evolution of eukaryotic mul-
tidomain proteins with complex architectures.
TRiC also interacts with N-terminal fragments
of mutant huntingtin that contain an expanded
polyglutamine repeat sequence (165–168).
Binding to TRiC modulates the aggregation
properties of this protein and reduces its
cytotoxicity.

The Hsp90 System

The Hsp90 chaperone system has a central
role in cell regulation. Among its substrates
are multiple signaling molecules, which are
delivered to Hsp90 by Hsp70 chaperones and
other cofactors.

Structure and reaction cycle. The Hsp90
chaperones structurally belong to the gyrase,
histidine kinase, and MutL superfamily of
ATPases (169). Crystal structures of homo-
dimeric Hsp90 molecules from bacteria (170),
yeast (171), and mammals (172) illustrate
both open and closed functional states of
the chaperone (Figure 7a). In addition,
complete or partial structures of Hsp90 in
complex with different cochaperones or small
molecule inhibitors were obtained by X-ray
crystallography and cyroelectron microscopy
(81, 169, 171, 173–176). Collectively, these
structures reveal a high degree of flexibility in
Hsp90 conformations (177), consistent with
the diversity of Hsp90 client proteins (45).

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 7
Structure and functional cycle of the Hsp90 system. (a) Structure of Hsp90. Crystal structures of the Hsp90
dimer in the ATP-bound closed state (Saccharomyces cerevisiae; PDB 2CG9) (left) and the nucleotide-free
open state (E. coli; PDB 2IOQ) (right) are shown with the nucleotide-binding N-terminal domain in orange,
middle domain in green, and C-terminal domain in yellow. (b) Hsp90 reaction cycle. Inactive substrate
protein binds to ATP-bound Hsp90. In this state the ATP lids are closed and the N-terminal domains are
separated. In the next step, the N-terminal domains dimerize, forming the closed Hsp90 dimer (referred to
as a molecular clamp) with twisted subunits. This metastable state is committed to ATP hydrolysis, upon
which the N-terminal domains dissociate. The bound substrate protein is conformationally activated as
Hsp90 proceeds through the cycle. Cofactors such as Cdc37 and the Hsp90 organizing protein (HOP) slow
the ATP hydrolysis step of the cycle, whereas the activator of Hsp90 ATPase (Aha1) enhances ATP
hydrolysis. The cofactor p23 stabilizes the closed dimer to slow the release of substrate protein from Hsp90.
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Hsp90 consists of three domains: the highly
conserved N-terminal domain, the middle do-
main, and the C-terminal domain (Figure 7a)
(169). The N-terminal domain contains the
ATP binding site, which comprises a two-layer

α/β-sandwich structure. Inhibition of ATP
binding and hydrolysis either by mutagenesis
of the N domain or by specific inhibitors, such
as geldanamycin and radicicol, demonstrated
the functional requirement of the Hsp90

apo-Hsp90: open

Open state:

a

ATP

b

ATP-bound Hsp90:
lids closed, NDs separated

Inactive substrate

ATP

Inactive substrate

ATPATP
ATPATP

ATPATPADPADP
ADPADP

p23

HOP

Cdc37

Aha1

Middle
domain

Closed state:

N-terminal
domain

C-terminal
dimerization

domain

α/β-sandwich
motif

ATP-bound Hsp90:
NDs dimerized
(molecular clamp)

Active
substrate

ADP-bound Hsp90:
NDs separated

ADP+
Pi
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Proteostasis network
(PN): the collection
of cellular components
involved in
proteostasis
maintenance

ATPase (81, 169). The N-terminal domain
contains a long, highly charged loop segment
with regulatory function located in proximity
to the middle domain (178, 179). The middle
domain, composed of α-β-α motifs, is essential
for interactions with substrate proteins and
regulation of ATP hydrolysis (179a, 180, 181).
The C-terminal domain of Hsp90 contains
the interaction site for the assembly of the
functional Hsp90 dimer, a mixed four-helix
bundle (173). The extreme C terminus of
Hsp90 contains the MEEVD sequence motif,
which mediates interactions with numerous
cochaperones containing TPR domains (81).

Despite an abundance of structural informa-
tion, the detailed mechanism by which Hsp90
recognizes kinases and other substrate proteins
and facilitates their folding or conformational
regulation is not well understood. Similar to
other chaperones, the Hsp90 dimer undergoes
an ATP-regulated reaction cycle accompa-
nied by extensive structural rearrangements
(Figure 7b) (100, 182). In this process, the
open, V-shaped state of Hsp90 receives inac-
tive client protein and then converts into the
closed form, often described as a molecular
clamp formed by the N domains (176, 182).
This reaction is driven by the combined
effects of ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis,
posttranslational modifications (183, 184),
and interactions with multiple cochaperones
(Figure 7b). Formation of the closed confor-
mation results in a compaction of the Hsp90
dimer in which the individual subunits twist
around each other (171). After hydrolysis
the Hsp90 N termini separate, releasing the
client protein in an active state (Figure 7b).
Recent electron microscopy and FRET studies
using ATP and nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs
suggest that the N-terminally clamped, closed
state and the open conformation are in a more
dynamic equilibrium than previously believed
(185–187).

Cochaperones. Hsp90 intimately coop-
erates with multiple cochaperones that
regulate different steps of the reaction cycle
(Figure 7b). Cochaperones HOP (Sti1) and

Cdc37 (p50) stabilize the open conformation
of the Hsp90 dimer (81, 174, 175, 188), inhibit
ATP hydrolysis, and facilitate substrate protein
binding. HOP mediates client transfer from
the Hsp70-Hsp40 system, whereas Cdc37
functions as an adapter for kinases. Conversely,
p23 (Sba1) couples the Hsp90 ATPase activity
to efficient polypeptide dissociation. Two
molecules of p23 bind to the N domains of
closed Hsp90 and presumably stabilize the
ATP-bound state (81, 171, 189). The activator
of Hsp90 ATPase (Aha1) binds asymmetrically
to the Hsp90 middle domain, stimulating ATP
hydrolysis and inducing transition to the closed
state (180, 181, 185, 190). In addition, Hsp90
interacts via its C terminus with a range of
TPR domain–containing cochaperones. These
factors often contain PPIase domains (Cyp40,
FKBP51, and FKBP52) and participate in
Hsp90-mediated client protein folding (45).

PROTEOSTASIS NETWORK

The successful folding of newly synthesized
proteins and their conformational maintenance
are essential in sustaining a functional pro-
teome. In addition, the cellular concentration,
localization, and activity of each protein must
be carefully controlled in response to intrinsic
and environmental stimuli. Although research
has made major advances in elucidating the
mechanics of individual chaperones, we are far
from understanding how the various chaperone
systems cooperate as a network and function
in conjunction with the protein transport and
degradation machineries to ensure proteome
integrity. The term proteostasis describes this
state of healthy proteome balance, whereas
proteostasis network (PN) refers to the
collection of cellular components involved
in proteostasis maintenance (8). Failure of
proteostasis is implicated in disease and the
deleterious effects of aging (10). Molecular
chaperones, through their ability to recognize
incorrectly folded proteins, have multiple key
roles in the PN (Figure 8a).

The PN is regulated by interconnected
pathways that respond to specific forms of
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UPR: unfolded
protein response

UPS:
ubiquitin-proteasome
system

cellular stress, including the cytosolic heat
shock response (HSR) (191), the unfolded
protein response (UPR) in the endoplas-
mic reticulum (192), and the mitochondrial
UPR (193). Additionally, PN regulation is
integrated with pathways involved in inflam-
mation, response to oxidative stress, caloric
restriction/starvation, and longevity. The PN
of mammalian cells consists of ∼1,300 different
proteins involved in protein biogenesis (∼400),
conformational maintenance (∼300), and
degradation (∼700), with many proteins being
part of more than one pathway (Figure 8b).
Different cell types vary in their proteostasis
capacity and thus in their stress sensitivity
and vulnerability to protein aggregation
(194, 195).

Significance of Conformational
Maintenance

After their initial folding and assembly, many
proteins remain reliant on molecular chap-
erones throughout their cellular lifetime to
maintain their functionally active conforma-
tions. This is consistent with the notion that
proteins with key cellular functions are often
structurally dynamic and may be expressed
at levels at which they are poorly soluble (14,
46). Many of the chaperone systems discussed
in the previous sections function not only in
de novo folding but also in conformational
maintenance, i.e., they prevent aggregation of
misfolded proteins and mediate their refolding.
Specific proteins may interact with as many as
25 different types of chaperones throughout
their lifetime, as shown in yeast (51). Pulse-
chase labeling and quantitative proteomics have
described the contributions of the bacterial
Hsp70 and chaperonin systems to conforma-
tional maintenance (15, 56). Upregulation of
chaperones under conditions of conformational
stress, such as heat shock or oxidative stress,
expands the cellular capacity for the prevention
of aggregation. Failure of conformational
maintenance is particularly relevant to the
onset of age-related degenerative disorders,
which typically involve protein aggregation (9).

Degradation

A central feature in the organization of the PN
is the tight interconnection of molecular chap-
erone functions with the pathways of protein
degradation, which serve to remove nonfunc-
tional, misfolded, or aggregated proteins that
may otherwise disrupt proteostasis. The PN
branch of degradation includes the ubiquitin-
proteasome system (UPS) and machinery of
autophagy (23, 196–200). Approximately 700
proteins are implicated in protein degradation,
reflecting the fundamental importance of
these pathways in cell regulation and protein
homeostasis.

Degradation via the UPS depends on pro-
tein unfolding by the 26S proteasome (201) and
generally requires that chaperones maintain
target proteins in a nonaggregated state. Chap-
erones cooperate with various E3 ubiquitin
ligases in recognizing and targeting misfolded
proteins for proteasomal degradation. For
example, Hsp70 and Hsp90 cooperate with the
U-box-dependent ubiquitin ligase CHIP (C
terminus of Hsc70-interacting protein) and
a variety of other cofactors (such as BAG1
and BAG3) to ubiquitinate client proteins (23,
86, 198). CHIP interacts with either Hsc70
or Hsp90 via its TPR domain (86, 198, 202).
CHIP also cooperates with the E2 enzyme
Ubc13-Uev1a to form noncanonical Lys63-
linked polyubiquitin chains, which suggests an
additional role in targeting proteins for destruc-
tion via autophagy (202, 203). BAG1 and BAG3
associate (via their BAG domain) with the NBD
of Hsp70 and also interact with CHIP to pro-
mote the ubiquitination of Hsp70-bound client
proteins (86, 198, 204). BAG1 targets proteins
for degradation by the UPS, whereas BAG3
mediates degradation by macroautophagy.

Aggregated proteins that cannot be un-
folded for proteasomal degradation may be
removed by autophagy and lysosomal/vacuolar
degradation. Loss of autophagy causes inclu-
sion body formation and neurodegeneration,
even in the absence of additional stress,
demonstrating the importance of this pathway
for proteostasis (205). Aggregate removal by
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autophagy entails the sorting and concentra-
tion of small protein aggregates to specific sites
in the cytosol (206–209) with the participation
of chaperones such as Hsp42 (small Hsp) (209).
These deposition sites include the aggresome,
to which components mediating autophagic
vacuole formation are recruited (206, 210,
211). Additional pathways of autophagy in-

clude chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA)
and chaperone-assisted selective autophagy
(CASA) (198, 200, 212). In CMA, Hsc70
and certain cochaperones bind to a KFERQ
sequence motif present in approximately 30%
of all cytoplasmic proteins. This complex binds
the lysosomal membrane protein LAMP2,
followed by translocation of the substrate
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protein across the lysosomal membrane for
degradation (200). Whereas CMA is ubiquitin-
independent, CASA uses ubiquitination as a
signal for degradation in a pathway that involves
the ubiquitin ligase CHIP, Hsc70, and BAG3,
as well as the autophagic ubiquitin adaptor
p62 (213). CASA is reportedly required for the
removal of damaged skeletal muscle proteins
such as filamin (213). Notably, chaperones such
as Hsp70/Hsc70 act in parallel in the different
branches of the PN, and our understanding of
how they switch their function between initial
folding and conformational maintenance to
degradation is still rudimentary.

Proteostasis Collapse in Aging
and Disease

As shown in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila,
and the mouse, the ability of cells and tissues
to maintain proteostasis declines during aging,
concurrent with the capacity to respond to
conformational stresses (214–220). Why this
is the case is still unclear, but one proposed
explanation is that multicellular organisms
place less value on protecting the somatic
proteome against internal and external stress
once propagation of the germ line is certain.
The gradual decline in proteostasis capacity
would then result in the accumulation of
misfolded (or oxidized) proteins, leading to the
deposition of aggregates, cellular toxicity, and
cell death (214, 219, 221). Accordingly, age is a

universal risk factor for a range of degenerative
diseases associated with protein misfolding and
aggregate deposition.

The diseases of aberrant protein folding
associated with aging are usually categorized
as toxic gain-of-function disorders and include
type 2 diabetes and the major neurodegener-
ative diseases (Parkinson’s, Huntington’s, and
Alzheimer’s disease, as well as amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis) (17, 222). They either occur
sporadically or are dominantly inherited.
Classical examples of the latter type are
Huntington’s disease and related disorders, in
which the age of onset is inversely correlated
with the length of an expanded polyglutamine
tract in the disease protein (214). As aggrega-
tion propensity increases with polyglutamine
length, manifestation of neuronal degeneration
may occur when available proteostasis capacity
is no longer sufficient to prevent the formation
of toxic aggregates. This is supported by
experiments demonstrating that the onset of
polyglutamine toxicity in C. elegans correlates
with age-dependent proteostasis decline (214,
215, 217, 220). The accumulation of protein
aggregates in turn exerts pressure on the
PN, further accelerating its decline. This is
exemplified by the observation that toxic polyg-
lutamine repeat proteins interfere with normal
protein clearance by the UPS and the confor-
mational maintenance of metastable proteins
by the chaperone network (17, 195, 223, 224).
Furthermore, toxic protein aggregation also

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 8
The proteostasis network. (a) Protein fates in the proteostasis network (PN). The PN integrates chaperone
pathways for the folding of newly synthesized proteins, the remodeling of misfolded states, and
disaggregation with protein degradation. Panel a adapted and modified from Reference 16. (b) Central role
of molecular chaperones. The three branches of the proteostasis network are interconnected by the
functions of molecular chaperones. The approximate number of proteins in each branch as well as the
number of chaperone components (including cofactors) is indicated. Activation of the cytosolic heat shock
response (HSR) and the unfolded protein response (UPR) of the endoplasmic reticulum generally increases
proteostasis capacity in all three branches. Various heat shock factor 1 activators can pharmacologically
induce the HSR (38, 229, 230). Treatment with guanabenz results in attenuation of translation and increases
proteostasis capacity by reducing the load of potentially misfolding proteins (226). The small molecule
compound IU-1 inhibits protein deubiquitination and increases degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome
system (UPS) (236). The drug rapamycin activates autophagy by inhibiting the kinase mammalian target of
rapamycin (mTOR) (199).
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compromises the cellular response to stress
stimuli (221).

The Proteostasis Network as a
Drug Target

Considering the impact of proteostasis im-
balance in age-related degenerative diseases,
returning the cell to a more youthful state
by pharmacologically boosting proteostasis
capacity is a promising therapeutic strategy.
Whereas ligand compounds can stabilize
specific disease proteins against aggregation
(225), activating proteostasis could benefit a
wide variety of diseases and might also delay the
deleterious effects of aging (8). In principle, we
might achieve this by manipulating the three
branches of the PN: biogenesis, conforma-
tional maintenance, and degradation—either
individually or in combination (Figure 8b). In
the biogenesis branch, attenuation of transla-
tion may be beneficial by reducing the load
of misfolding proteins. The antihypertensive
drug guanabenz demonstrates this; besides be-
ing an α2 receptor antagonist, it also stabilizes
the translation initiation factor 2 (eIF2) in its
inactive, phosphorylated state (226). Further-
more, boosting cellular chaperone capacity can
increase the efficiency of folding or degradation
of proteins carrying destabilizing mutations
and inhibit their aggregation (227). For exam-
ple, small molecules (e.g., geldanamycin) that
activate heat shock factor 1, the main transcrip-
tional regulator of the cytosolic stress response,
increase the effective concentration of cytosolic
chaperones and suppress the aggregation of
various disease proteins (8, 38, 228–230).
This approach is based on multiple lines of
evidence demonstrating that overexpression of
chaperones such as Hsp70 and Hsp40 prevents
the aggregation and toxicity of huntingtin
and α-synuclein (38, 231–234). The Hsp70
system acts synergistically with the cytosolic
chaperonin TRiC to prevent aggregation of
proteins with expanded polyglutamine tracts
(165–168). Finally, activating the UPS or

inducing autophagy can increase the clearance
of potentially toxic proteins (Figure 8b) (212,
235, 236).

OUTLOOK

Studies over the past decade have revealed
fascinating insights into the structures of a
variety of chaperone systems and the mecha-
nisms by which they assist in protein folding.
However, most of these advances are derived
from analyses in vitro, and consequently, our
understanding of how the pathways of folding
in the cell differ from those studied in the
test tube is still incomplete. Moreover, for
most newly synthesized proteins, the relevant
quantitative parameters of folding (rate, yield,
and overall efficiency) are unknown. Likewise,
we are just beginning to understand how the
cellular environment influences protein folding
and stability and how translation affects the
folding process. For example, what is the role
of translational pausing in protein folding and
trafficking? Much future work will also be di-
rected toward developing an integrated view of
the different aspects of the PN, with particular
regard to the cooperation between folding and
degradation machineries. Solving this problem
will require a broad systems biology approach
relying on a combination of ribosome profiling,
quantitative proteomics, and computational
modeling. How do cells react to conforma-
tional stresses or proteostasis deficiencies at
the proteome level? Which proteins are prone
to misfolding, and why do certain proteins
aggregate into toxic species whereas others
get degraded? How does the composition of
the proteome change during aging, what are
the signatures of a youthful proteome, and can
we find ways to preserve it longer as we age?
Addressing these and related questions offers
not only a deeper understanding of cell biology
but also the prospect of great medical benefits
should we be able to intervene in the numer-
ous, presently incurable diseases of protein
aggregation and proteostasis deficiency.
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SUMMARY POINTS

1. The efficient biogenesis of proteins in the densely crowded cellular environment depends
on molecular chaperones to avoid protein misfolding and aggregation.

2. Chaperones promote folding and inhibit aggregation through cycles of binding and
release of nonnative proteins (often ATP regulated) that allow kinetic partitioning.

3. Different classes of molecular chaperones may cooperate in sequential pathways.

4. Nascent-chain-binding chaperones prevent misfolding during translation; folding
occurs either immediately upon completion of synthesis or after transfer to downstream
chaperones, such as the chaperonins, which complete the folding process.

5. Major ATP-dependent chaperone paradigms in the cytosol include the Hsp70 and Hsp90
systems as well as the chaperonins.

6. The chaperonins are cylindrical, ATP-dependent folding machines that encapsulate a
single protein chain, allowing it to overcome kinetic folding barriers while being pro-
tected against aggregation.

7. Molecular chaperones function as central elements of the large cellular network of pro-
teostasis control, which comprises the protein biogenesis machinery as well as the ubi-
quitin proteasome and autophagy systems for protein degradation.

8. Understanding the organization of this network and its regulation during stress and
aging will help in developing new strategies for the treatment of a range of age-related
degenerative diseases associated with protein aggregation.

FUTURE ISSUES

1. How do the pathways of protein folding in the cell differ from those studied in vitro and
how does translation affect the folding process?

2. Can we determine the rates, yields, and overall efficiencies of protein folding at the
proteome level?

3. How do molecular chaperones of the various branches of the PN cooperate in maintaining
proteome integrity?

4. How does the proteome composition change during proteostasis, stress, and aging?

5. What are the mechanisms underlying the cellular toxicity of protein misfolding and
aggregation?

6. Can pharmacological chaperone activation serve as a strategy to combat diseases associ-
ated with protein misfolding and aggregation?
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